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ABSTRACT
The Voyager 2 encounter with Neptune in August 1989 allowed the detailed study of the
interaction of the solar wind with the iurthest of the giant planets of our solar system. The
low-energy plasma and magnetic field data obtained by Voyager 2 in the subsolar interaction
regions of Neptune is analyzed and discussed in this thesis. Theoretical models which may
account for the observed phenomena are proposed.
As the supersonic solar wind approaches the magnetic obstacle of Neptune, it cannot
smoothly flow around the magnetosphere of the planet, but forms a magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) shock, the bow shock. To enhance the analysis of the bow shock, the non-linear least
squares, MHD jump conditions fitting technique of Viftas and Scudder [1986] is extended to
include plasma temperature observations in the form of the conservation of the normal
momentum flux and energy density flux. The improved analysis technique reveals that the
nearly subsolar Neptunian bow shock is a low f, high Mach number, quasi-perpendicular
strong shock slowly moving away from the planet toward the Sun. Also, the shock
microstructure features are resolved and presented. The shock foot, overshoot region and
magnitude, and downstream damped oscillation wavelength are in good agreement with model
predictions and with observations at other planetary systems. However, the ramp region
appears significantly thicker than expected, which can be explained by an anomalously high
electron resistivity.
After crossing the bow shock, the now subsonic and heated solar wind plasma passes
through the turbulent magnetosheath before reaching the boundary of the planet's
magnetosphere, the magnetopause (MP). The observed magnetofluid parameters in the inbound
sheath are well modeled by a simple gas dynamic simulation with convected magnetic fields.
Significant discrepancies are observed by Voyager 2 only near the MP crossing. Because of the
relatively large tilt angle of the Neptunian magnetic dipole axis from the planet's rotation axis,
the southern magnetic polar regions face into the solar wind flow for a short period of time in
every planetary .rotation. Voyager 2 had the good fortune to encounter Neptune's MP at such a
configuration. To analyze this unusually positioned planetary MP, the traditional magnetic
variance analysis is supplemented by a newly developed MHD rotational discontinuity fitting
method. The two independent techniques agree that the Neptunian MP is a rotational or
rotational-like discontinuity allowing the flow of sheath plasma into the upper regions of the
magnetosphere. This observation of the open magnetosphere provides a possible explanation
for the deviations observed near the MP from the predictions of the gas dynamic model which
assumes an impenetrable magnetosphere.
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The magnetic variance and MHD techniques, however, yield widely different results for the
orientation of the MP surface normal. A model is proposed which includes surface ripples on
the MP boundary and thus provides a mechanism to resolve this apparent discrepancy.
Finally, the observed sheath plasma in the upper regions of the Neptunian magnetosphere is
shown to form a layer similar in characteristics to the Earth's entry layer. Deeper in the
magnetosphere, this boundary layer exhibits characteristics of a plasma mantle region thus
suggesting a source for the plasma supply of the previously observed tailside plasma mantle.
Thesis Supervisor: John W. Belcher
Title: Professor of Physics
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CHAPTER 1
THE VOYAGER 2 SPACECRAFT AT NEPTUNE
1.1 Introduction
The extended mission of Voyager 2 brought the spacecraft to its closest approach to Neptune
on August 25, 1989. During the encounter of this planetary system, Voyager 2 discovered that
Neptune has a substantial planetary magnetic field and a fully developed magnetosphere
[Belcher et al., 1989; Ness et al., 19891. The Plasma Science (PLS) experiment is one of the
eleven scientific investigations on board of the spacecraft, and was used to measure low-energy
plasma in the magnetosphere as well as in the interplanetary medium. This instrument obtained
a large amount of data relevant to the study of the plasma physics of the interaction between
the solar wind and the Neptunian magnetosphere.
In this work, we concentrate on plasma phenomena, found in the solar wind and in the outer
dayside regions of the Neptunian magnetosphere, which are caused by the interaction of the
solar wind and the magnetosphere. Though the interaction of the solar wind with other
planetary magnetospheres has already been extensively studied, Neptune presents a very unique
configuration of this interaction worthy of our attention. Thus this study promises not just
simply to add a new member to the list of already analyzed planetary systems, but also to
provide an opportunity to compare the observations from other planets (primarily from Earth)
to a previously unseen scenario, and to check the validity of various theories over an extended
range of configurations.
Chapter 1 describes the Voyager spacecraft and the PLS and magnetometer (MAG)
experiments. Also a brief review of the solar wind - magnetosphere interaction regions is
given, and the Voyager 2 trajectory at Neptune is fully described. In Chapter 2, the details of
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our magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shock jump condition fitting technique is given. This new
method is employed to analyze the inbound bow shock, and we describe both the macro and
microscale features found there. In Chapter 3, we follow the solar wind flow through the
shocked region of the subsolar magnetosheath and the observations are compared to the
predictions of gas dynamic modeling. Finally, the encounter with the high magnetic latitude
magnetopause and cusp regions are analyzed in Chapter 4.
1.2 The Voyager 2 Spacecraft
The Voyager 2 spacecraft was launched by a Titan III/Centaur launch vehicle from Cape
Canaveral, Florida on 20 August, 1977. It carries a high-gain antenna, an electric power
generator, and eleven science instruments. The nuclear-fueled Voyager spacecraft uses three
radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTGs), which, at launch time, generated a minimum
total power of 384 watts, sufficient to power the craft well into the next century. The eleven
science investigations and their abbreviations, instruments, and measurement limits are listed in
Table 1.1. In this work, we focus on the observations of the MIT plasma science (PLS)
instrument built under the leadership of Professor Herbert S. Bridge, and for which the current
principal investigator is Professor John W. Belcher.
Voyager 2 is one of the most successful spacecraft built by NASA. During a decade of
voyage it encountered all of the four gas giants of our solar system (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune). And after 16 years of operation, all of the instruments and engineering sub-
systems are still functional. The spacecraft is currently at 40 AU heading toward the local
interstellar medium in search of the heliopause, the boundary between the heliosphere and the
local interstellar medium.
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Table 1.1 Voyager Science Investigations
Investigation Team Instrument Measurement
Imaging science (ISS)
Infrared speA
and radiometry
Photopolarimel
Se-S vidicon cameras
ctroscopy Michelson interferome-
y (IRIS) ter and radiometer
try (PPS) Photometer and polar-
imeter
Ultraviolet spectros.
copy (UVS)
Radio science (RSS)
Magnetic fields (MAG)
Plasma (PLS)
Plasma wave (PWS)
Planetary radio astrono-
my (PRA)
Low-energy charged
particles (LECP)
Cosmic rays (CRS)
Grating spectrometer
Radio oscillator
Triaxial fluxgate mag-
netometer
Modulated grid Faraday
cup
Electric linear antenna
Electric linear antenna
Solid-state particle
detector
Solid-state particle
detector
Imaging of planets, satellites,
and rings
Spectrum of infrared emission
(3.3-50 pjm and 0.33-2 iun)
Polarized Ultraviolet emission
(2350-7500 angstrom )
Spectrum of ultraviolet emis-
sion (500-1700 angstrom )
Coherent radio Doppler shift
and ranging at 2.3 GHz and 8.4
GHz
Magnetic fields (6x104-20 G)
Energy spectrum of ions and
electrons (10-6000 eV/charge)
Wave spectrum of plasma os-
cillations (10 Hz-56 kHz)
Radio spectrum of planetary
emission (1.2 kHz-40.5 MHz)
Energy spectrum of charged
particles (28 keV-150 MeV for
ions and 22 keV-20 MeV for
electrons)
Energetic particles and cosmic
rays (3-110 MeV for electrons
and 1-500 MeV for ions)
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1.2.1 The Voyager 2 PLS Instrument
The Voyager 2 PLS instrument was designed to measure low-energy positive ions and
electrons in the solar wind and in planetary magnetospheres. The instrument is fully described
in Bridge et al., [1977]. It consists of four modulated-grid Faraday cup detectors, each of
which samples velocity space in a different direction. Three of them (the "A", "B", and "C"
cups), which are electrically and physically arranged into a single main sensor, point roughly
toward the Earth and the Sun, allowing 3-dimensional plasma measurement of the nearly anti-
sunward moving supersonic solar wind. The fourth detector (the "D" cup) points perpendicular
to the Earth-spacecraft line, thus with proper roll of the spacecraft, this detector can sample
corotating plasma in the planetary magnetospheres. This side sensor is also the only one
capable of detecting electrons.
Each of the Faraday cups contains a collector plate and several grids. A composite ac-dc
electric potential is applied to one of the grids, the modulator grid. This retarding potential
forms a variable lower energy limit a particle must have in order to reach the collector. By
taking the difference between the particle flux at the upper and lower value of the potential, we
gain the differential particle flux in that energy window. This differential flux is measured in
the form of current on the collector plate, amplified, and transmitted back to Earth. By varying
the upper and lower limits of the electric potential on the modulator grid we are effectively
changing the energy window and obtaining spectra of particle flux versus energy-per-charge.
The instrument ange of energy-per-charge for both positively and negatively charged particles
is 10 V to 5950 V. As mentioned earlier, only the side or "D" cup is capable of measuring the
negatively charged electron distribution.
The geometrical structure of the Faraday cups is quite shallow. Therefore, the full field of
view of an individual sensor, corresponding to the angular range the charged particles can
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reach the collector, is quite large. The half angle of the view cone is 450 for the main sensor
Faraday cups. However, the conical field of view of the side sensor is somewhat narrower with
a half angle of 300. These large field-of-view detectors are very suitable for the three-axis
stabilized Voyager spacecraft because no scanning is required to measure the solar wind and
magnetosheath plasmas. On the other hand, the instrument measures the total particle flux into
the cup from many different directions in a given energy-per-charge window; the plasma
angular distribution is convolved with the instrument response, and therefore information about
many details of the distribution function are lost. This is particularly true of the electron
measurements, which are made only in the side sensor.
For positive ions, measurements are made simultaneously in all of the Faraday cups with
two sequential energy-per-charge scans used over the entire range of 10 V to 5950 V. The low
resolution mode (L mode) consists of 16 contiguous voltage windows with an energy-per-
charge resolution AE/E = 29%; the high resolution mode (M mode) consists of 128 voltage
windows with AE/E = 3.6%. During the Neptune encounter the L mode had two sampling
schemes: one with a short integration time of 210 ms (L-short) and the other with a longer
integration time of 930 ms (L-long). The integration time for the M mode measurements is 930
ms. Electrons are measured only in the side sensor in two energy ranges: the low energy El
mode (10-140 V) and the high energy E2 mode (10-5959 V). Both electron modes are
composed of 16 energy windows, and like the L mode, both the El and E2 modes have two
integration time schemes: a 210 ms short mode (El-short and E2-short) and a 930 ms long
mode (El-long and E2-long).
The measurement sequence used during the Neptune encounter is tabulated in Table 1.2
[Sittler et al., 1987]. Each frame is 48 seconds long. There are 15 frames in a 12 minute
measurement cycle. One M mode spectrum is obtained every 12 minutes with 25 L mode
spectra in between. Twelve of these L modes are obtained with the short integration scheme,
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Table 1.2 Voyager PLS Measurement Sequence
During the Neptune Encounter
Frame (48 s) Modes
1 Lshort El-short L-long E2-long
2 Lshort E2-short L-long El-long
3-12 Above frames repeat 5 more times
13-14 M
15 M(cont.) L-long
L is low resolution mode
M is high resolution mode (integration time 930 ms)
El is low energy electron mode
E2 is high energy electron mode
Short means short integration time (210 ms)
Long means long integration time (930 ms)
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which have a very poor signal to noise ratio, and thus are usually discarded in our analysis.
Therefore, the effective time resolution for the L mode spectra is slightly less than one per
minute. The two electron modes, El and E2, are made alternatively in the frames 1 to 12, as
shown in Table 1.2. Of all the 12 pairs of El and E2 spectra, 6 use the short time integration
scheme and are usually discarded due to the low signal to noise ratio. Thus the effective time
resolution of the electron measurements is about 96 seconds. In addition, during the Neptune
encounter, the PLS data suffered a systematic noise contamination due to interference from
other instruments on board the spacecraft. This contamination effects some of the spectra in
frames 2, 3, 10 and 11 which have to be discarded.
1.2.2 The Basic Data Processing
The basic PLS data is electric current from the collector plates of the various detectors as a
function of the energy-per-charge windows defined by the varying electric potential on the
modulator grid. The PLS data processing effort characterizes the plasma distribution function in
velocity space from the discrete set of measured currents and then derives
magnetohydrodynamic plasma parameters such as plasma density, temperature, and bulk
velocity for the observed particle species.
The relationship between the plasma distribution function and the measured currents are
explicitly described by Vasyliunas [1971], and Belcher et al. [1980]. Consider a particle
species of atomic number Aa and charge state Za with a given velocity distribution function
fa (v). Let I k be the electric current in the k-th energy window which has a lower potential of
ODk and an upper potential k+l, and therefore selects particles with speeds normal to the
detector surface between Uk - 2 Za e dk/Aa m and uk+l /2Z e Ik+l/Aa mp , where e and
mp are the charge and mass of a proton, respectively. Then the contribution of the particle
species a to I is
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Ulk+ +o+X-
Ik = ZaeS f dvn VffdVt fa (v) G(v,i) (1.1)
u k -W-
where S is the effective area of the entrance aperture of the detector at normal incidence, vn
and v, are the normal and tangential components of the velocity to the detector, and G(v,fi) is
the response function of the detector whose axis lies along the unit vector fl. The response
function is determined by the geometry of the instrument and the charge-to-mass ratio of the
particle. The response functions of the main and side sensors were determined by Barnett and
Olbert [1986], and are used in all of our calculations.
Next we have to answer what information about the plasma can be obtained from the
measured currents. Since the solar wind plasma is collisionless [see for example Olbert, 1969],
in the sense that the mean free path for Coulomb collisions is much longer than the
characteristic macroscopic length scales, there is no a priori reason to expect any kind of
thermodynamic equilibrium or applicability of the temperature concept. A complete description
of the plasma requires the specification of the velocity distribution function for each species of
particles present. Nevertheless, it has been found empirically that, at least in the solar wind
and magnetosheath, the plasma can be described to a surprisingly adequate extent for many
purposes by specifying only its hydrodynamic parameters: density, bulk velocity, pressure
tensor, and sometimes the heat flux vector [Vasyliunas, 1971]. These may have to be specified
separately for each species of particles. Charge neutrality requires that the number densities of
positive and negative particles be equal to a very high approximation. We also assume that the
bulk velocities of the positive and negative particles are the same, which has been shown
observationally to be a good approximation. But the pressures and heat fluxes for individual
species may very well be different. Much of the plasma analysis consists of determining these
hydrodynamic parameters which are the moments of the velocity distribution function fa (v).
If n is the number density, V the bulk velocity, P the pressure tensor, and q the heat flux
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vector, then these parameters are defined for each species by
n f dv f (v) (1.2)
nV dv vf (v) (1.3)
P = m f dv f (v)(v - V)(v - V) (1.4)
q- m f dvf(v)(v- V)lv- VI 2 (1.5)
where all the integrals are volume integrals over velocity space. All space plasmas contain
magnetic field and the pressure tensor is usually assumed to be axially symmetric:
P Pi + (Pll - P1)bb (1.6)
where is the unit dyadic and 16 is the unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field.
Though in space plasmas anisotropic pressures are often observed, the low densities at the
Neptunian environment prohibits us to estimate the degree of anisotropy. Therefore, throughout
our analysis we are assuming an isotropic plasma condition where the pressure tensor becomes
purely diagonal and can be represented by a scalar quantity P:
P = PI (1.7)
Then we define the "temperature" as the ratio kT=P/n. The use of the term "temperature" does
not in any way imply the existence of thermal equilibrium or a Maxwellian velocity
distribution.
At this point, if we can find the appropriate functional form of the velocity distribution
function, then we can fit it to the observed currents in the detectors using a non-linear least
squares fitting technique. The obtained best fit constrains the adjustable parameters in the
chosen distribution function, and substituting this result into the definitions of the plasma
parameters, equations (1.2) - (1.5), gives the hydrodynamic description of the plasma. In the
solar wind, we are using a convected Maxwellian as our fitting function:
- 14.
f(v) -- r3tw3 exp{ (1.8)
where the adjustable parameters are the density n, bulk velocity V, and the most probable
speed w, which is related to the temperature T by kT = /2znw2 . This simple model function fits
the solar wind observations very well and was historically the first to be used [Scherb, 1964].
However, the ion distributions in the dayside magnetosheath are often not well represented by
a single Maxwellian distribution. The data from many early Earth orbiting satellites indicate
that the ion distributions in the magnetosheath have high-energy tails [Howe, 1970;
Hundhausen et al., 1969; Wolfe and McKibben, 1968; Montgomery et aL, 1970]. Later, using
the more sophisticated instrumentation of ISEE, Sckopke et al. [1983] found that downstream
of high Mach number perpendicular shocks high energy tails are very common. This high
energy tail, due to reflected ions, is well modeled by a second, hotter Maxwellian ion peak
[Richardson, 1987], especially when the ratio of reflected ions is high (over 50%), which is the
case for the dayside magnetosheath of Neptune. The two Maxwellian distributions are
constrained to have the same bulk velocities, but the individual number densities and thermal
speeds can be varied to produce the best fit to the observed currents. Then the distribution
function takes the form
f (v), f (v) + Ah (V) ' ric exp {V __V} 3/2 W 3 n { W(V 2 (1)
w(h 3e23 twhe s3sws 3 a (1.9)
where the subscripts c and h refer to the cold and hot components, respectively. In this case
there are 7 adjustable parameters, the densities of the cold and hot components n¢ and n , the
"thermal speeds" of the same components w, and w, and the three components of the
common bulk velocity V.
Because of the low plasma densities near Neptune, only the proton peak can be fitted in the
solar wind and magnetosheath. The heavier elements in the solar wind typically make up less
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than 5% of the total number density, therefore, using only the proton observations introduces
only a small error. In our analysis of the Neptunian bow shock and magnetopause, the
complexity of the problem limits us to the use of the single fluid magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) approximation. Therefore, the electron and proton observations have to be combined
into a single fluid description. As mentioned earlier, we take the number densities and bulk
velocities of the protons and electrons to be the same. Therefore, since the proton mass is
almost 2000 times more than the electron mass, the proton mass density is an acceptable
description of the single fluid mass density. Of course, the common bulk velocities are adopted
as the single fluid bulk velocity, and the pressures of each component needed to be added
together to form the single fluid pressure.
In the magnetosheath, the situation is further complicated by the double Maxwellian
distribution function of the protons. Turning to our definitions, given in equations (1.2) - (1.5),
and referring to the double Maxwellian distribution function given in equation (1.9) as
f (v) f (v) + fh (v), the total proton number density is given by
n fdv f(v)-fdv [f (v) + fh(v)] -ifd f (v)+fdv fh (v)= n + nh (1.10)
and the unified proton "temperature":
P -nkT- mp f dvfc (v) + fh (v)] Iv - VI nkTc + nhkTh (1.11)
therefore
kT nckTc + nhkTh (1.12)kT = (1.12)
nc + nh
In the analysis of the electron spectra in the Neptunian magnetosheath, a three component
Maxwellian often has to be employed to give acceptable fits to the measured currents [Zhang
et al., 1991]. The above described method for protons is also used to define a total electron
- 16-
number density and "temperature".
In the solar wind, where the particle temperatures are very cold (on the order of a half eV
for the protons) the high resolution M mode measurements are analyzed for the proton
parameters. Electron analysis in the solar wind is not possible because its total energy is below
the instrument threshold of 10 eV. In the magnetosheath, however, the electron temperatures
are much increased, and in the low energy long integration mode (El-long) the analysis of the
electron data is possible. The similarly heated proton component has a significantly reduced
count rate per energy channel as the distribution function widens. Therefore, the lower
resolution L modes have to be analyzed. To further improve the signal to noise ratio, several
neighboring L modes are averaged together, but never more than 5 spectra to avoid time
aliasing problems.
1.2.3 The MAG Experiment
In addition to the PLS plasma data, data from the magnetic field (MAG) experiment on
Voyager 2 are used in this study. In this section, we briefly describe the MAG experiment.
Details of this instrument and the data processing used are published in Behannon et al.
[1977].
The MAG experiment on Voyager 2 consists of a low field magnetometer (LFM) system
and a high field magnetometer (HFM) system. Each system contains two identical triaxial
fluxgate magnetometers which measure the magnetic field along three mutually orthogonal axis
simultaneously. This provides direct vector measurements of the magnetic field. The two low
field magnetometers are located along a 13 m long boom, one at the extreme end and the other
about half way out from the spacecraft. The high field magnetometers are mounted 1 m apart
on the frame structure of the spacecraft. This dual magnetometer configuration permits the
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separation of the magnetic field induced by the spacecraft from the ambient magnetic field.
The magnetic field measurements cover a wide dynamic range from 0.006 y to 20 G. The
low field magnetometer system has 8 dynamic ranges with a quantized uncertainty of about
0.025%. The high field magnetometer system has 2 ranges with the same relative uncertainty.
The magnetic field vector measurements are made every 60 msec, but in our study we use a 48
s averaged data set. Unfortunately, during the Neptune encounter the outer low field
magnetometer system did not function properly. This introduced some uncertainty in the
determination of the "zero" point of the measurements. The MHD bow shock fits, described in
Chapter 2, were used in part to reduce this uncertainty [Lepping et al., 1993]. The magnetic
field data shown in this work incorporates the latest zero point calibrations.
1.3 The General Structure of Solar Wind Interaction with Magnetospheres
In this section a short overview of the gross solar wind-planetary magnetosphere interaction
is given. The purpose is to give the reader some orientation as in subsequent chapters we are
going to discuss in depth the individual features of this interaction. The description here is kept
general and non-specific to the Neptunian system. The unique characteristics of the Neptunian
system are discussed in their appropriate sections.
The solar wind is the supersonically expanding solar corona. Its primary composition is
protons and electrons, but it also contains 3-4% He+ or a particles and to a lesser degree (<
1%) heavier and or multiply ionized atoms (i.e. C+, N+ , 0+ , and O++). The solar wind plasma
is neutral to a very good approximation, and carries with it "frozen in" the solar magnetic field
lines. The magnetic field of the magnetized planets (like Neptune) presents an obstacle to the
solar wind flow. From several planetary radii away, the planetary magnetic fields are dipolar to
a good approximation. When the supersonic solar wind encounters these planetary systems, and
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if the planets magnetic field is sufficiently strong, then the solar wind is deflected around the
planet leaving a magnetic bubble where it could not enter. This bubble is called the planet's
magnetosphere. (For a schematic diagram of the regions mentioned in this section see Figure
1.1.) Since the solar wind flow is supersonic, that is no information of the oncoming planetary
obstacle can pass upstream, a shock forms upstream from the magnetosphere where the solar
wind suddenly drops in speed to subsonic values. This shock, enveloping the whole planet, is
called the bow shock. It is very similar in cause and shape to aerodynamic shocks forming in
supersonic gases which encounter large blunt objects. One main difference is that the solar
wind plasma is collisionless, that is the mean free path of the solar wind particles are much
larger than the typical scale lengths of the bow shock. Therefore, the thickness of the shock
cannot be related to collisional mean free paths, and the heating of the particles on passage
through the shock must be explained in terms of damping of plasma waves rather than
collisional processes. The details of the Neptunian subsolar bow shock are discussed in Chapter
2.
After the solar wind crosses the bow shock it becomes more dense, subsonic, and acquires a
much higher temperature. The slower speeds allow the plasma to flow around the
magnetospheric obstacle draping the solar magnetic field lines with it. This region of shocked
solar wind plasma is called the magnetosheath. Gas dynamic calculations originally carried out
by Spreiter et aL [1966] show that an ideal gas approximation for the magnetosheath plasma
gives surprisingly good correlation with observations. In Chapter 3, we apply these
calculations to the Neptunian magnetosheath. As the magnetosheath plasma flow reaches the
dawn and dusk sides of the planet, it regains most of its original speed, and becomes
supersonic again.
The boundary around which the magnetosheath flow is deviated has been termed the
magnetopause. This boundary surface is located at the position where the shocked
19 -
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magnetosheath plasma pressure (ram and thermal) balances the primarily magnetic pressure of
the magnetosphere. With regard to the nature of this boundary, considerable attention has been
focused on whether it is a rotational discontinuity (i.e. a large amplitude standing Alfven
wave), or a tangential discontinuity (i.e. an equipotential current sheet with unequal particle
pressures on either side). If it is a rotational discontinuity, then there can be a component of
magnetic field normal to the boundary surface, and plasma can flow through the boundary at a
speed equal to the Alfven speed based on the normal component of the field. If it is a
tangential discontinuity, then no such plasma flow through the boundary is possible, and there
can be no interconnection of magnetic field lines between the magnetosphere and
magnetosheath.
Since only the perpendicular component of the magnetic field can exert pressure on the
incoming magnetosheath flow, there is a region both on the northern and southern hemisphere
where the planetary field lines are mostly pointing along the plasma flow and unable to keep
the shocked solar wind plasma out of the magnetosphere. These polar regions are called the
cusps, and are the regions where the shocked solar wind plasma has access into the upper
planetary magnetosphere. The entering magnetosheath plasma forms a turbulent boundary layer
called the entry layer. Further downstream, this entry plasma acquires a more organized flow
pattern tailward and slowly expands the thickness of the boundary layer. At this stage, the
boundary layer is referred to as the plasma mantle. Voyager 2 crossed the Neptunian
magnetopause at very high magnetic latitudes inbound, and the question of the nature of the
magnetopause and the boundary layer behind it is addressed in Chapter 4.
1.3.1 The Voyager 2 Trajectory During the Neptune Encounter
Voyager 2 arrived in the vicinity of Neptune on August 24, 1989. This outermost gas giant
planet, is at an average distance of 30.2 AU from the Sun. It completes one cycle of its orbit
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(one Neptunian year) in 165 years. Neptune is slightly smaller than Uranus, with an equatorial
radius of 24,765 km, but the mass of Neptune is 1.2 x 1026 kg [Tyler et aL, 1989], heavier
than Uranus, probably because Neptune has a larger rocky core. The core rotates at the period
of 16.11 hours, as determined from the PRA radio emission data [Warwick et al., 1989]. The
orientation of the rotation axis is quite conventional. It is tilted only 290 from the normal to the
orbital plane of Neptune. Neptune also possesses a strong and complicated internal magnetic
field. The magnetic field between 4 and 15 RN (1 RN is one planetary radius) can be well
represented by a strongly offset and tilted magnetic dipole (OTD) field. The displacement of
the dipole from the planetary center is 0.55 RN, and it is tilted by 470 with respect to the
rotation axis of Neptune. The dipole moment of this model is 0.133 GR3 [Ness et aL, 1989].
The combination of strongly tilted magnetic dipole and tilted rotation axis creates the unique
situation of a subsolar cusp region in every planetary rotation, depicted in Figure 1.2, which is
fully investigated in Chapter 4.
Voyager crossed the inbound bow shock at 1438 SCET (Spacecraft Event Time) on August
24, 1989, 34 RN from Neptune. The spacecraft was nearly at the subsolar point from the planet
at that time. The Voyager 2 trajectory at Neptune is shown on Figure 1.3 in cylindrical
coordinates. Thick lines on the trajectory indicate regions where magnetosheath plasma was
observed. The model curves of the bow shock and magnetopause are determined from the
inbound and outbound locations of these boundaries as described by Belcher et al. [1989].
The inbound magnetopause was crossed at 1800 SCET on August 24, 1989 when the
spacecraft was 26 RN from Neptune [Ness et al., 1989; Belcher et aL, 1989]. After this time,
Voyager continued its flight in the Neptunian magnetosphere and had its closest approach to
the planet at 0356 SCET on August 25, 1989. Regions of the Neptunian magnetosphere not
accessible to the solar wind plasma are not considered in this study. However, it is worth
mentioning that, though relatively empty, the Neptunian magnetosphere does contain plasma
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Figure 1.3. Voyager 2 trajectory at Neptune rotated about the Sun-planet line into a meridional
plane. The shapes of the bow shock and magnetopause assume axial symmetry about the Sun-
planet line. Bold lines indicate where magnetosheath plasma was detected.
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from both the surface of the planet and from its largest moon, Triton.
After its closest approach, Voyager 2 turned sharply southward and visited Triton. The
spacecraft left the Neptunian magnetosphere at 0819 SCET on August 26, and continued its
voyage in the magnetosheath for 36 hours. On the outbound leg, the bow shock was
encountered at least four different times before Voyager 2 left the Neptunian system.
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CHAPTER 2
THE NEPTUNE INBOUND BOW SHOCK
2.1 Introduction
The first evidence the supersonic solar wind plasma has of the oncoming magnetospheric
obstacle is the crossing of the planetary bow shock. In this chapter, we examine the inbound
Neptunian bow shock region in detail with the aid of our new MHD fitting technique described
in Section 2. Section 3 focuses on the macroscale characteristics of the fitted bow shock, while
Section 4 examines the microstructure of this region and compares the scale lengths of the
different sub-regions to that observed at other planets and predicted by plasma theory.
Voyager 2 crossed the upstream Neptunian bow shock at 1430 SCET (Spacecraft Event
Time) on August 24, 1989 [Belcher et al, 1989; Ness et al., 1989]. The plasma and magnetic
field observations of Voyager 2 allow us to study the interaction of the solar wind with the
outermost gas giant. The bow shocks of Jupiter and Saturn have been extensively studied and
modeled thanks to the ever increasing number of spacecraft flybys [Spreiter and Stahara, 1985;
Slavin et al., 1985; Moses et aL, 1985; and Stahara et al., 1989]. Uranus was visited only by
Voyager 2. Preliminary results on the Uranian bow shock are reported by Bagenal et al
[1987]. In the case of Neptune, we are also limited to a single spacecraft observation which is
not likely to be augmented in the near future. Therefore, we want to fully exploit the Voyager
2 observations in order to understand the Neptunian bow shock.
2.2 The MHD Fitting Technique
Plasma temperatures estimated from data obtained by space probes often have high
uncertainties, or are not available at all. As a result, previous shock analysis techniques avoid
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the use of equations which include the plasma temperature [e.g. Lepping and Argentiero, 1971;
Vizos and Scudder, 1986]. Although the Voyager 2 plasma science (PLS) experiment cannot
detect the electron distribution in the solar wind near Neptune (since the electron temperature is
below the instrument threshold of 10 eV), well resolved ion temperatures are available in the
solar wind and magnetosheath; electron temperatures are available in the magnetosheath [see,
for example Bridge et aL, 1977; Bagenal et ai., 1987; Belcher et al., 1989]. In order to make
full use of this data, we improved the non-linear least squares fitting technique of the non-
dissipational magnetohydrodynamic (MHD), "Rankine-Hugoniot" jump conditions originally
developed by Viias and Scudder [1986]. We add to their set of conservation equations the
conservation of normal momentum flux and energy density flux. Both of these equations
require plasma temperature measurements. The first part of this section discusses the
improvements in the fitting technique. The second part applies this new method to a set of
synthetic shocks of various known physical and geometrical properties to validate it. These
synthetic shocks are also used to compare the new method both with the original Viifas-
Scudder method (hereafter VS method) and the often-used velocity coplanarity technique. And
finally, we apply this new method to the Neptune inbound bow shock data set. Both macro
and microstructure of the shock are discussed.
2.2.1 The Technique
Several techniques have been developed to determine the characteristics of MHD shocks.
The widely used magnetic coplanarity [Lepping and Argentiero, 1971], velocity coplanarity
[Abraham-Shrauner, 1972], and the mixed data method of Abraham-Shrauner [Abraham-
Shrauner and Yun, 1976] all depend on a single averaged data point, one on each side of the
shock. Reducing the measured data set on each side of the shock to a single averaged point,
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before the actual analysis is performed, makes these procedures prone to errors introduced by
waves and noise in the spacecraft data. Considering all the measured data in an iterative
manner, as we do in our technique, eliminates this source of errors. Also, these techniques use
only a small subset of the MHD conservation equations across the shock, often resulting in
disparate solutions for the same set of measurements. Iterative schemes, such as the Lepping
and Argentiero [1971] method, try to resolve this problem by solving directly a slightly
expanded subset of these equations for the asymptotic magnetofluid variables. Asymptotic
magnetofluid variables are the plasma and magnetic field parameters predicted by the chosen
physical theory in the absence of any source of noise and error. These variables are
subsequently used together with the magnetic coplanarity and mass flux conservation equations
to determine the shock normal direction and the bulk speed of the shock. While this method is
certainly self-consistent, it requires finding the solution in an 11 dimensional parameter space,
which raises the question of the uniqueness of the solution. This method is also expensive in
computer time and has difficulty determining the solution for perpendicular shocks. More
recently, Viias and Scudder [1986] describe an iterative method which is not only self-
consistent and fast, but also addresses the question of the uniqueness of the solution. They
replace the 11 dimensional space of unknown magnetofluid variables of the plasma densities
and magnetic field strength vectors on both sides of the shock along with the plasma bulk
speed difference (PI, P2, V2 - V1, B1 and B2) with a new set of 11 "natural" variables
(, 0, Vs, G, B, St, E, P and P2), where and 0 are angles that define the unit shock
normal, A. Specifically, 0 is the angle measured from a designated axis (usually the Sun-planet
line) and is the azimuth angle such that the unit shock normal is given by the relations
fix - cos 0, fiy cos sin 0, and fi - sin sin . The other variables are defined so that Vs
is the shock speed along the normal, Gn the conserved mass flux, B. the normal component of
the magnetic field, St the tangential component of the momentum flux, E the tangential
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component of the electric field, and Pi and P2 the upstream and downstream plasma mass
densities. The the "Rankine-Hugoniot problem" then becomes separable, that is, the solution
process is reducible to a sequence of one and two dimensional subspace procedures where
uniqueness can be established analytically (for one dimension) or graphically (for two
dimensions).
The MHD conservation equations in the spacecraft reference frame are:
a[G.] - A[p(V
.
- Vs)] O0 (2.1)
A[B,] . A[B. nJ - 0 (2.2)
A[St]. [ p(V. - V)Vt - BBt ] - (2.3)
A[] - A[(n x Vt)B, - (V, - Vs)(n x Bt)] 0 (2.4)
A[S.] [ P +2 + (V - Vs)2 (2.5)
A[e] a p(V,-Vs) 2 + p(V,-Vs)[ Y P B2 B (V-V 5 n) ] 
2 Y - P [LoP J o
(2.6)
where p is the mass density and V and B are the plasma bulk velocity and the magnetic field,
respectively, as measured by the spacecraft. The subscripts n and t refer to the normal and
tangential components of the above quantities. The total scalar isotropic thermal pressure P =
nkT, n is the shock unit normal, and y is the ratio of the specific heats. The variables
G., Bn, St, E, S and e represent the conservation constants corresponding to the mass flux,
normal magnetic field, tangential momentum flux (stress), tangential electric field, normal
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momentum flux, and energy flux, respectively. The notation A[ refers to the difference across
the shock. Note that since equations (2.3) and (2.4) are vector equation, equations (2.1) through
(2.6) represent 10 independent equations.
While the Vinas and Scudder (VS) method is fast and optimal, it uses only the first four
conservation equations. Therefore, we will also refer to the VS method as the incomplete R-H
method. We extend the VS method to include the last two conservation equations in order to
be able to use the temperature measurements available from the Voyager mission [Szabo,
1993]. We will refer to this extension as the Szabo method, or equivalently, the complete R-H
method. The sequence of shock parameter determination follows the original VS method. The
set of "natural" variables is extended to include S and £, the normal component of the
momentum flux and the energy density flux, respectively. We still make the assumption that
non-dissipational, single fluid MHD jump conditions provide an adequate approximation of
space plasma shocks. Also, we limit the scope of our analysis to plasma described by isotropic,
scalar pressure. Furthermore, we assume that a meaningful set of plasma parameters (density,
bulk velocity and temperature) can be obtained in the regions of interest because either the
plasma is completely thermalized and a Maxwellian distribution function can be fitted to the
measured spectra, or some other appropriate approximation can be made. Once these
assumptions are met, first the shock normal is found, followed by the shock speed, the
conservation constants, and finally the self-consistent Rankine-Hugoniot (RH) asymptotic
states. A detailed description of the method follows:
(I) Equation (2.1) is used to obtain an expression of the shock bulk speed which can be
substituted in the other jump condition equations, removing this unknown quantity from the
system, to wit:
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Vs- a[p.. (2.7)
At this point, we assume that the value of y, the ratio of specific heats, is known on both sides
of the shock, and assign preliminary, best guess values to it. The determination of the proper
values of y will be discussed later. This gives us a system of nine equations (equations (2.2)-
(2.6) where (2.3) and (2.4) are vector equations) in terms of the plasma mass density p,
velocity V, magnetic field B, total particle temperature T and the shock normal n, which is
expressed in spherical coordinates (0, ). The plasma density, velocity, temperature and
magnetic field are observed on both sides of the shock, leaving 0 and , the parameters of the
unit shock normal, as the only two unknowns in the system. This system of equations can be
solved by the iterative non-linear least squares fit technique of the Levenberg-Marquardt
method [Press et aL, 1986]. If we represent the individual equations of our system of MHD
jump conditions by Yj(x; p) - 0, where x - (il, V1, B1, T1, P2, V2, B2, T2) are the observed
quantities and p - (8, ) are the unknown parameters, then we can express x2(8, O), the norm
of the residuals which is minimized by the best fit solution, as
2
N K Yj(xi; p)- YJl
X(', 4°- 2 (2.8)
i-l j-l aQi
where N are the number of data pairs x across the shock, K is the number of equations in the
system, namely 9, and yj is the theoretically expected value of the model equation Yj, which in
our case is zero. Finally, aij is the standard deviation in the j-th model equation when the i-th
observed data pair is used to calculate the value of the model equation. The standard deviations
are propagated from the individual standard errors in the observed quantities. Through the
division by ai2, we have made X2 dimensionless and independent of the units used in the
particular conservation equations. In fact, the standard deviations behave as a weighting factor
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of the individual measured data pairs. The higher the uncertainty in the measured data point,
the less weight it is given in the fitting procedure.
Two different methods are used to construct the observed data pairs x. In one method, each
data point on one side of the shock is paired with one data point on the other side,
symmetrically moving away from the shock. In the other method, all data points on one side
are paired with all data points on the other side. The second method, although it provides many
more data pairs, and therefore better statistics, is not based on more physical measurements. It
is, however, very well suited for noisy data sets where fluctuations are not a function of
distance from the shock. On the other hand, when a systematic change in plasma conditions
with distance from the shock is observed, the first method is better able to determine the true
MHD regions of the shock.
When the X2 function reaches a minimum, we have a best fit for the parameters 8 and . If
we map out the 2 function over the locus of all possible solutions (a hemisphere
0 s 8 s x/2, O s 9 e 2), we can find all local minima of the function and therefore
investigate all likely solutions, removing the question of uniqueness. Each possible solution has
to be investigated separately to see if it represents a valid shock [i.e. there is plasma flow
across the surface, the normal plasma flow is supersonic on one side and subsor,' on the other,
there is a density jump in the same sense as the temperature change (entropy increases), and
the plasma flow is toward the density increase] and to see that the calculated asymptotic
magnetofluid parameters are in good agreement with the observations.
We apply the new analysis to an oblique synthetic shock as a demonstration of each step of
the procedure. Synthetic shocks are artificially created shock data sets with prescribed physical
and geometrical properties. A complete description of the generation of synthetic shock data
will be presented later in this chapter in Section 2.2. The input parameters and solutions to the
synthetic oblique shock from various techniques are shown in Table 2.1. Figure 2.1 shows
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Results of Different Techniques on a Synthetic Oblique Shock
Exact Complete R-H Method Incomplete R-H Method Velocity
Solution (Szabo) (VS) Coplanarity
One to One All Pairs One to One All Pairs
O, deg 402 40.7 4.8 40.7 2.0 40.6 4.8 40.6 2.1 43.9
Vs , km/s -60.0 -55.9 * 18.8 -56.1 a 18.8 -55.8 18.8 -55.8 ± 18.8 -503
n. 0.816 0.820 a 0.014 0.819 : 0.004 0.820 + 0.014 0.820 a 0.004 0.840
ny -0.408 -0.401 a 0.024 -0.400 ± 0.007 -0.400 . 0.025 -0399 · 0.007 -0.371
n. 0.408 0.409 a 0.024 0.410 t 0.007 0.408 ± 0.024 0.410 a 0.007 0.396
n, 10-/cm 3 500. 495. a 2.1 496. : 1.1 492. ± 5.8 492. ± 5.6 498.'
Vx, kmn/s 400.0 400.8 a 11.0 400.0 a 103 402.5 : 11.5 402.4 . 10.9 404.3'
Vyl, km/s 20.0 22.9 a 6.5 23.4 5.6 22.2 : 6.7 22.5 5.8 23.0'
VZ1, km/s 20.0 193 a 6.9 193 a 4.3 20.0 a 7.1 20.4 a 6.1 19.6'
Bx, nT 0.05 0.048 a 0.006 0.048 a 0.005 0.049 0.006 0.049 a 0.005 0.047'
By,, nT -0.15 -0.146 + 0.009 -0.146 a 0.004 -0.145 a 0.009 -0.145 a 0.004 -0.151'
Bl, nT 0.10 0.098 * 0.012 0.098 a 0.004 0.098 a 0.012 0.098 a 0.004 0.103'
kTtl, eV 2.6 6.3 a 5.2 13.1 a 5.7 2.6'
n2, 10-S/cm3 1500. 1520. a 26. 1522. a 25. 1525. a 27. 1525. a 26. 1523.5'
Vo, km/s 184.7 184.,1 a 10.0 184.0 a 10.0 183.7 a 10.0 183.8 a 10.0 184.3'
Vy, km/s 118.5 119.6 a 6.1 119.7 5.5 119.8 a 6.1 119.7 a 5.4 120.3'
Vz2, km/s -82.2 -83.1 6.3 -83.3 a 5.7 -83.3 63 -83.4 * 5.7 -84.0'
Bx2, nT -0.09 -0.091 a 0.017 -0.092 a 0.012 -0.092 * 0.017 -0.092 a 0.012 -0.094'
By2 nT -0.34 -0341 a 0.026 -0.341 a 0.017 -0.342 * 0.026 -0342 * 0.018 -0.341'
B,2, nT 0.19 0.188 a 0.034 0.188 a 0.018 0.189 a 0.034 0.188 * 0.018 0.187'
kTza, eV 327.1 319.8 a 22.2 319.6 a 21.9 332.8'
Y2 2.08 1.88 ± 0.16 1.81 - 0.14
The preaveraged values of the magnetofluid parameters.
Table 2.1. Comparison of the results yielded by different techniques for a synthetic oblique
shock. Exact solution refers to the values used to generate the model shock. The two data pair-
ing modes are explained in the text.
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Fig. 2.1. Confidence regions of the fitted shock normal for a synthetic oblique shock shown on
unit spheres which are the locus of all possible solutions. The same data is analyzed by our
technique (a) and the VS method (b). Note that our technique eliminates the spurious solution
obtained by the VS method.
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graphical solutions for this shock. The upper panel (a) shows the x2 map for the new technique
on the unit sphere, whereas the lower panel (b) shows the same synthetic data fitted by the VS
method. The black shaded area is the 99% confidence region and the dotted area represents the
99.99% confidence level. Higher contour levels are added to show the general outline of the
map. Our method gives one outstanding peak, while the VS method yields two distinct
solutions with the same confidence levels. Clearly, one of the VS peaks is spurious; our
method is able to eliminate the spurious solution.
(II) Once the best shock normal n is established, Equation (2.7) is used with the observed
data to calculate the bulk shock speed Vs. We could employ a one dimensional version of the
above described non-linear least squares technique to establish the best fit value of Vs;
however, since Vs is linear in the model equation, a unique analytical solution is possible. The
X2 function to be minimized can be written as:
Api - v2N [pi] n ·~(2.9)
x 2(Vs) - (.9)
This differs again from the VS technique in that, rather than assigning an average standard
deviation a for all the data pairs, the standard deviations are calculated individually for each
data pair and are used as a weighting function in our procedure. Setting the first derivative of
x2 with respect to Vs equal to zero and checking the second derivatives provides the analytical
solution for Vs:
V 2N A[pijV n 1 (2.10)
i-I oi2 [PJ i-I
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This equation differs from its VS equivalent in that the individual ai's cannot be pulled
through the summation signs. This solution is unique because the second derivative of the X2
function can be shown to be positive everywhere.
(III) Once the shock normal and speed are determined, we proceed to find the RH
conservation constants. The conservation constants, by definition, are calculated from locally
measured plasma and magnetic field data on one or the other side of the shock, and not from
differences of these parameters taken across the shock. That is, for example, the conserved
mass flux density G. - p(Vn - Vs) should compute to the same value regardless which side of
the shock we take the plasma density and normal bulk speed data from, and it is not dependent
on any difference taken across the shock. The other conserved quantities have the same
characteristic and are defined in equations (2.1) - (2.6). Inspection of these equations also
reveal that they are all linear and independent. Therefore, the same analytical method can be
used to obtain the solutions as was demonstrated for the case of the shock speed. Since the
conserved quantities can be independently calculated at each data point, the summation in our
solution runs over all of the available data points, numbering M, and not over the N number of
data pairs across the shock constructed in various ways in the previous equations. Again, we
differ from the VS technique by using individually propagated standard deviations, rather than
an averaged error method, yielding the following unique solutions for the conservation
constar's:
G - p(2 /I _ _ (2.11)
M-i i(V-I- Vs) 1i
o l - l il
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M B M
i-I I2 i -I
St i (V - Vs) V; B Bt/Li M I
1.4_' '1 C
M (n x V) Bn-(V -Vs)(n x Bi)/
i-I ' - 2
m e + w
mi~~I
B - Bi2
+ '- g + Pi (V -Vs) / M
012 . 2Ii_1 a,
2 vs[V+ (V.Vs) 2
i-l + 2 y-
m i ei + Wii2 P- --'mi C~~~~~Pi
- Bo (V B·)- B ]]/ 2 | 2 (2.16)
where we and wi are the electron and ion thermal speeds (which are observed quantities) and
me/mi is the ratio of the electron to positive ion mass, which is typically assumed equal to the
proton mass introducing a small error due to the ignored a-particle component. The electron
and positive ion thermal pressures and energies are added together as required by the single
fluid description. From now on, we assume that all the positive ions are protons to keep the
equations relatively simple. However, should the need arise to include heavier elements, the
modification is trivial. Equations (2.11) - (2.16) assume charge neutrality, meaning that the
proton and electron number densities are the same.
(IV) Finally, the self-consistent RH asymptotic states can be determined. After some
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(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
Pi
M 2
i-I
(2.15)
algebraic manipulation of equations (2.1) - (2.6) the magnetofluid variables can be expressed as
G,St + p--(n x E
(2.17)
V(p)l - 2 _ pB2 + n(G,/p + Vs) (2.1
P[B,S + G,(n x E)
B(p) - 2 _B,2/L + nB, (2.18)
B(p,2- BI 2P(p) - S, - ) - ,2/p (2.19)
Y (P) - B(p) +G pV+VSp + BnG V(p)B(p) - Bs (2.20)y-1 Gs 2 V
where each equation is employed on both sides of the shock independently yielding the
upstream and downstream asymptotic magnetofluid variables. A short inspection of these
equations reveals that the plasma velocity, pressure, magnetic field and y are all expressed as
functions of only the conservation constants and the plasma mass density. (Of course, V(p) and
B(p) have to be determined first, then P and y will be functions of the density only.) That is, if
we can solve for the mass density on both sides of the shock, we immediately gain the rest of
the magnetofluid variables.
To find the asymptotic values of the plasma mass densities upstream and downstream of the
shock, we again apply the non-linear least squares technique described above. Our model
functions are the differences between the measurements and the theoretical predictions of
equations (2.17) - (2.20). We add a 9-th equation to our system of the form:
Y9(xi;P) pi - P 0 (2.21)
where Y9 is the 9-th model equation as defined in step (I), pi refers to the individual
measurements of the plasma density, and p stands for the asymptotic fit value. Again, in our
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case, all nine model equations should evaluate to zero; i.e. Yj(xi; p) - 0. The input variables
are xi - (p, V, B, P, y)i measured on either the upstream or downstream side of the shock (the
values of y are still the previously assumed ones). This time, we only have one fit parameter,
namely the plasma mass density p which we still denote, for the sake of generality, by the
vector notation p. The best fit is determined by evaluating the x2(p) function summed over all
the model equations and data points on one side of the shock at a time and is weighted by the
individually propagated standard deviations as it was done in equation (2.8). The minima of the
X2(p) function represent the solutions of the fit. Uniqueness of the solution can be ascertained
by plotting X2 as a function of p and individually inspecting all local minima. Such a plot is
presented in Figure 2.2 for the same synthetic oblique shock for which the shock normal was
found in Figure 2.1. The upper panel shows the X2 map for both the upstream (solid line) and
the downstream (dashed line) data. The horizontal axis is the normalized number density
(f - n/n) where the normalization constant is the best fit value of the number density (n )
used in order to be able to compare the goodness of fit for both sides of the shock. The lower
panel shows the same quantities as obtained by the VS method. A slight improvement over the
VS results is evident in the reduction of the size of the confidence regions (the valleys on the
graph are narrower).
One should note that equations (2.17) - (2.20) have singularities for p equal to 0 and
o0Gn2/Bn2. The first value is non-physical (it refers to no plasma present), while the second
singularity corresponds to a rotational discontinuity. These values of p are discriminated
against in the fitting procedure and show up as maxima in the X2 map. To deal with rotational
discontinuities properly, further improvements of the technique are required, as discussed in
Chapter 4.
Once the asymptotic value of the mass density is known, equations (2.17) - (2.20) are used
to find the rest of the asymptotic magnetofluid parameters on each side of the shock, including
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Fig. 2.2. x2 map of the plasma number density determined both upstream and downstream
from a synthetic oblique shock. The horizontal axis shows the trial number densities
normalized by the best fit values (n*). The upper panel shows our results, whereas the lower
panel presents the solutions of the VS method.
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the better approximations to the values of the ratio of the specific heats, y. The plasma density,
velocity, temperature and magnetic field strength are measured quantities, and discrepancies
from our fit results are due to either noise in the data or an indication of the limits of the
physical theory. We do not measure y, and started with an educated guess of its value based on
years of observations at different planets. Once the asymptotic values of y, which are better
approximations to the true value of y, are obtained on both sides of the shock, it can be
substituted as our new initial guess improving our fit procedure. We find that looping over our
procedures three or four times completely stabilizes the values of y, within the measurement
uncertainties.
In addition to obtaining asymptotic values of the total particle temperatures and eliminating
spurious solutions produced by the VS method, the determination of the ratio of specific heats
on both sides of a shock is a feature of our technique not available using the VS method.
2.2.2. Analysis of Synthetic Shocks
To test the range of validity of our shock fitting technique, a program was developed to
simulate pure, non-dissipational MHD shocks once the upstream magnetofluid parameters
(plasma density, velocity, total particle thermal energy, magnetic field strength and the ratio of
specific heats), the shock bulk parameters (shock normal direction and shock speed), and the
strength of the shock (2/Pl) are supplied. The program generates an upstream and
downstream data set with random noise and error bars characteristic of the Voyager 2
measurements near the outer planets. These synthetic data sets are given to the shock analysis
program and the resulting fit values are compared with the exact solutions used to generate the
data. This procedure was demonstrated with an oblique shock in Table 2.1, Figure 2.1, and
Figure 2.2. To illustrate the wide range of applicability and success of the technique, Table 2.2
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compares the fit results with the exact solutions for a nearly perpendicular, a nearly parallel
and an oblique high compression shock, characteristic of planetary bow shocks.
One immediately notes that the exact solutions are nearly always inside the small one
standard deviation intervals of the fits. Some deviation from the input parameters occurs,
mainly because up to a 15% random noise level was superimposed on the model data sets
which can slightly alter the MHD solutions. The model data sets are shown in Figure 2.3 for
the quasi-perpendicular shock, in Figure 2.4 for the quasi-parallel shock, and in Figure 2.5 for
the oblique shock. The quasi-parallel shock solution shows large uncertainties in the fit values
indicating its high sensitivity to parameter fluctuations. Also, the technique encounters some
difficulty finding the synthetic solar wind particle thermal energies in the upstream regions.
This effect is due to the extremely cold environment with ram kinetic energy orders of
magnitude above the thermal energy, and the magnetic field energy at least 10 times higher.
Therefore, even small errors in the plasma velocity, density and magnetic field can completely
wipe out information about the thermal conditions or the value of y. The fitting technique
fares much better in the shocked downstream regions, where the particle thermal energies are
much higher. The fit results are graphically illustrated in Figure 2.3-2.5 for all three synthetic
shocks. The solid dots with error bars represent the simulated measurements, while the solid
straight lines represent the fit values with one standard deviation intervals indicated by dotted
lines. The technique of standard error determination is explained in detail in the next section.
The close agreement between the simulation and the fit values is apparent.
As mentioned earlier, the synthetic oblique shock is used to compare the results obtained
using different fitting procedures. Specifically, we compared our technique to the original VS
method and the preaveraged method of velocity coplanarity (see Table 2.1). For those
parameters determined by both our technique and the VS method, they give comparably good
results. The statistics of both methods improve if we form all the possible data pairs rather than
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Results of the Analysis of Synthetic Shocks Using the Szabo Method
Quasi-Perp. Shock Quasi-Parallel Shock Oblique Shock
Exact Exact ExactSolution Results Exact Results Solution ResultsSolution Solution Solution
OB, deg 93.6 92.7 ± 3.1 5.8 4.6 ± 29.9 40.2 40.7 ± 4.8
Vs, km/s 30.0 44.5 ± 16.5 10.0 17.2 ± 11.6 -60.0 -55.9 * 18.8
n. 0.943 0.943 t 0.009 0.577 0.594 * 0.035 0.816 0.820 t 0.014
ny 0.236 0.227 0.029 -0.577 0.566 : 0.039 -0.408 -0.401 ±: 0.024
n. 0.236 0.244 : 0.029 -0.577 0.572 ± 0.038 0.408 0.409 ± 0.024
n1, 10-5/cm3 500. 469. : 1.2 500. 508. : 3.4 500. 495. + 2.1
V,X, km/s 400.0 405.7 ± 103 400.0 395.7 t 5.0 400.0 400.8 ± 11.0
Vyl, km/s 20.0 21.0 · 6.2 20.0 22.9 * 7.5 20.0 22.9 t 6.5
Vzl, km/s 20.0 23.8 ± 6.7 20.0 22.9 . 7.4 20.0 19.3 : 6.9
Bx, nT 0.05 0.048 : 7.9x10 -3 0.10 0.101 : 0.013 0.05 0.048 : 0.006
Byl, nT -0.15 -0.136 * 6.6x10-3 -0.10 -0.100 : 0.017 -0.15 -0.146 : 0.009
Bzl, nT -0.10 -0.092 * 11.6x10 3 -0.08 -0.085 : 0.014 0.10 0.098 * 0.012
kTwtl, eV 2.6 1.1 1.2 2.6 1.5 1.4 2.6 6.3 * 5.2
n2, 10-5/cm3 1500. 1522. ± 22. 1500. 1514. - 40. 1500. 1520. * 26.
Vx2, km/s 175.6 178.1 ± 10.2 325.1 321.1 ± 6.4 184.7 184.1 ± 10.0
Vy2, km/s -35.1 -33.1 6.8 94.9 93.3 9.5 118.5 119.6 - 6.1
V,2 km/s -35.5 -34.5 - 7.0 98.7 975 : 9.4 -82.2 -83.1 t 6.3
Bx2, nT 0.17 0.173 ± 0.009 0.12 0.111 * 0.050 -0.09 -0.091 ± 0.017
By2, nT -0.44 -0.437 ± 0.023 -0.12 -0.117 ± 0.052 -0.34 -0.341 ± 0.026
Bz2, nT -0.29 -0.295 * 0.035 -0.05 -0.061 : 0.043 0.19 0.188 t 0.034
kTuO, eV 249.5 233.2 ± 17.6 91.2 87.4 : 6.8 327.1 319.8 t 22.2
Y2 2.06 1.90 t 0.17 1.85 1.99 0.36 2.08 1.88 0.16
Table 2.2. Results of the analysis of various synthetic shocks. The fit results are compared to
the exact values used to generate the synthetic shocks. The model shocks incorporate a large,
up to 15%, random noise.
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Fig. 2.3. Fit results of the asymptotic magnetofluid variables for a synthetic quasi-perpendicular
shock. The dots with error bars represent the simulated measurements, the solid lines show the
results of the fit, and the dotted lines show the standard deviation intervals.
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symmetrically pairing up points one-to-one. The same comparison using quasi-parallel or
quasi-perpendicular synthetic shocks yields similar results. Our method is preferred because, in
addition to determining more parameters, it automatically eliminates spurious solutions which
have to be manually checked and rejected if the VS method is used. The velocity coplanarity
method gave reasonable solutions, but clearly the newer techniques faired much better. The
velocity coplanarity technique becomes particularly unreliable for shocks of B less than
30° - 350.
In summary, an improved iterative non-linear least squares technique was developed to fit
spacecraft measurements to the idealized non-dissipational MHD jump conditions of shocks
known as the "Rankine-Hugoniot problem". This method largely builds on the earlier method
of Viras and Scudder [1986]. Both techniques make the assumption that ideal MHD jump
conditions provide good descriptions of observed space plasma shocks. Further, they assume
that the plasma pressure is isotropic (can be described by a single scalar quantity), and that the
plasma distribution function is a completely thermalized Maxwellian distribution or appropriate
corrections can be introduced to obtain meaningful plasma density, velocity and temperature
parameters. If these conditions are satisfied, then both methods provide geometrical (shock
normal direction and shock bulk speed) and physical (the asymptotic magnetofluid parameters
on both sides of the shock) characteristics of the analyzed shock.
Our new method improves on the VS technique by including the plasma temperature
observations via use of the perpendicular momentum flux and energy density flux conservation
equations in our model. The constraints of these two equations remove spurious solutions given
by the VS method. Also, this improvement makes it possible to find the asymptotic values of
the total plasma temperatures, and to fit for the best values of the ratio of the specific heats, y,
on both sides of the shock. Further improvement includes the proper treatment of individual
measurement errors: weighting against less reliable observation points, and a complete
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description of possible representations of confidence limits of the fit solutions (presented in the
next section). Furthermore, we allow the formation of all possible combinations of the data
point pairs across the shock to improve the statistics of the results. Synthetic shocks with a
wide range of geometry and with very large error bars and superimposed noise are used to
validate and compare our method with earlier techniques. We find that our method fares better
than the preaveraged technique of velocity coplanarity and at least as well as the VS method
while still providing the above described improvements.
2.2.3. Confidence Regions in the MHD Fit Method
We can find or estimate the confidence regions around our best fit results in several ways.
When an analytical solution of the fit problem is not possible and we resort to the non-linear
least squares technique of X2 minimization, knowledge of the confidence regions is essential for
the determination of the best shock normal direction in two dimensional parameter space.
The simplest but crudest technique involves the use of only the diagonal elements of the
covariance matrix C generated by the Levenberg-Marquardt method. The one standard
deviation error in one of the fitted parameters ai is given by:
6a i - * VA _v v Ci (2.22)
[Press et al., 1986] where the square root of the appropriate diagonal element of the covariance
matrix is multiplied by the square root of the change in X2 corresponding to v number of fitted
parameters (2 in the case of the shock normal fit) and a certain confidence interval p. Normally
p is selected to be 68.3% to correspond to the one dimensional definition of one standard
deviation. The appropriate value for a two dimensional fit with a one a confidence region is
AX2 - 2.3 [Press et al., 1986]. This technique, though quick and simple, ignores the
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correlation between the fitted parameters, since the off-diagonal elements of C, containing the
correlation coefficients, are not used. However, the other two techniques provide 2-dimensional
regions of various shapes rather than simple scalars. Therefore, whenever one wants to give
simple error bars in numerical form, this method has to be employed.
For the two dimensional problem, a more accurate measure of a confidence region is an
elliptical shape centered on the best fit value. The matrix equation of the elliptical confidence
region is:
X,2 = ba [C]- * oa (2.23)
[Press et aL, 1986] where [C]- ' is the inverse of the covariance matrix. Again, the value of
AXv2 corresponds to v number of fitted parameters and a certain degree of confidence p. The
above matrix equation can be expanded into scalar form:
X2 - CT 6a2 + (Cj- + Cj-)Oaa 2 + CVja2 (2.24)
where Ci 1 are the elements of the inverted covariance matrix. Equation (2.24) is an equation
of an ellipse; if provided with the appropriate offset to center it on the best fit, it describes the
elliptical confidence region. This technique, though more sophisticated than the previous one,
has serious limitations in describing the shape of the confidence region.
The most comprehensive and accurate description of the confidence region of a fit is given
by a complete X2 map. Once the appropriate value of AXv2 is determined based on the number
of fitted parameters and the degree of confidence required, a contour line is sought at the
altitude of X-in + AX2 in the parameter space of our solution. With this method no limitation is
placed on either the shape or location of the confidence region sought. (Note that nowhere is it
required that the region be simply connected. Actually, for high confidence levels, it is quite
often disjoint.) This method was used to determine the shape of various confidence levels
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shown in the graphical representation of our results.
2.3. The MHD Characteristics of the Shock
We now use the technique developed above to fit the Voyager 2 observations of the Neptunian
inbound bow shock. Since our analysis requires a single fluid approximation, the ion density
and bulk velocity along with the sum of the electron and ion temperatures are taken as the
single fluid parameters. Downstream from the shock the situation is further complicated by the
double Maxwellian ion distribution. The total ion density we use is the sum of the two
components and the total temperature is the density-weighted average of the individual ion
component temperatures. The velocities of the two components, as described in Chapter 1, are
constrained to remain the same during the fitting procedure. In addition to the single fluid
limitation, our analysis requires the prior selection of an upstream and downstream region of
measurement where small scale, non-MHD shock effects are negligible, yet where we are still
close enough to the shock that large scale variations in the solar wind and magnetosheath are
not included. In the case of Neptune, we are fortunate that the solar wind conditions are
extremely steady for a number of hours before the bow shock crossing, eliminating any
difficulty in the selection of the proper upstream region for the MHD approximation (see
Figure 2.6). In the downstream region, however, the situation is markedly different. For the
beginning of the downstream region, we select the time when the R component of the plasma
bulk velocity and the T component of the magnetic field become steady at 15.15 hr on day
236, 1989. (Throughout this thesis, velocity and magnetic field measurements are quoted in a
non-inertial heliographic 'RTN' coordinate system centered on Neptune. The R direction is
radially outward along the Sun-Neptune line, T is perpendicular to R and the Sun's spin axis
and is in the direction of the Sun's rotation, and N completes the right-handed system.) These
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Fig. 2.6. Fit results of the asymptotic magnetofluid variables for the Neptunian bow shock. The
solid dots represent the Voyager measurements, the solid lines show the fit results, and the
dotted lines show the one standard deviation intervals. The solid dots on the thermal energy
panel show the sum of ion and electron thermal energies; the crosses show the electron
measurements where available. On the magnetic field panels, the wiggly lines show the high
time resolution data, whereas the solid dots represent the averaged values used in our analysis.
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components are selected because they show the largest variation during the shock crossing.
The MHD region we select runs from this time until large scale changes not induced by the
shock are observed. This end point is not well defined but seems to fall somewhere between 16
and 17 hrs on the same day. In our analysis various endpoints ranging between 16 and 17 hrs
were explored; these resulted in only minor variations in the fitted parameters, well below one
standard deviation level.
The plasma and magnetic field parameters in these regions are obtained from the Voyager 2
observations as described in Chapter 1. The only parameter not directly observable by the
Voyager PLS instrument is the cold solar wind electron component. In order to obtain at least
an approximate value of the upstream electron thermal energy, we turn to the empirical
polytrope law of Sittler and Scudder [1980]. This empirical law is based on solar wind thermal
electron observations between 0.45 and 4.76 AU as measured by Voyager 2 and Mariner 10.
The law is extrapolated to the position of Neptune giving an estimated 2.1 eV electron thermal
energy. This value we take as an upper limit, because an electron distribution any hotter than
this would have an observable high energy tail by Voyager 2.
As expected for the nearly subsolar crossing of the Neptunian bow shock, the plasma bulk
velocity drops to subsonic values across the shock. To conserve mass flux, the plasma density
increases giving a shock strength r ( p2/Pl) of 4.2 0.8. A value larger than 4 is not
physically impossible for rI because even in the polytrope approximation the maximum value
of -mx ( + 1)/(y - 1) is larger than 4 for y less than 5/3. Also the single standard deviation
includes values for rl less than 4. The magnetic field strength increases significantly across the
shock. When our complete RH non-linear least squares technique is applied to the Neptunian
shock data in the MHD region, the shock unit normal found is (-0.999,0.001,-0.030) 
(0.001,0.009,0.014) in RTN coordinates, almost exactly anti-sunward in direction as is
expected from Voyager 2's nearly subsolar crossing of the bow shock. The unit shock normal
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is very well resolved as is shown graphically by the confidence regions in spherical parameter
space in Figure 2.7 (The loci of all of the possible unit shock normals is the unit sphere. Our
analysis technique finds regions on this sphere giving the best possible fit to the measured data
corresponding to various confidence levels. In Figure 2.7 only a 7 conical section of the
sphere around the Sun-Neptune line is shown. The gray scale bar at the bottom of the graph
indicates the various confidence levels.) The angle between the shock normal and the local
interplanetary magnetic field (Ba) is 58.20° 2.3°, characterizing the Neptunian inbound bow
shock as a quasi-perpendicular shock. The shock moves with a speed of 15 12 km/s away
from the planet towards the Sun. Since the solar wind ram pressure is very stable upstream
from the shock for a considerable amount of time, the most likely reason for the bulk motion
of the shock is the changing magnetic configuration of the planetary magnetosphere.
The asymptotic magnetofluid parameters obtained by our analysis are plotted in Figure 2.6 as
solid lines; dotted lines show one a standard deviations (for some parameters, i.e., the density,
the standard deviation is so small that it is lost in the width of the solid line). On the
downstream side, the asymptotic results are plotted over the shortest range used in the analysis,
while upstream a longer range was used in the analysis than suggested by the length of the
solid lines. The same results are numerically tabulated in Table 2.3. As is evident, the plasma
and magnetic field results show remarkable agreement with the spacecraft measurements.
Based on these results, the Neptunian inbound bow shock can be characterized as a low ,
high Mach number, strong quasi-perpendicular shock. Upstream the polytrope index (y) could
not be clearly resolved because of large uncertainties, but the value of 1.9 gave the best fit
with a large uncertainty. This large value of y is just 1 a away from the upper limit allowed by
the polytrope shock strength limitation discussed earlier. A value of y close to 2 is consistent
with the results of Slavin et al. [1985] obtained from gas dynamic models of the Jupiter and
Saturn bow shocks. The higher value of y implies that the available number of degrees of
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Neptune Inbound Bow Shock
Observations Fit Results
fR ... 0.999 + 0.001
niT ... -0.001 ± 0.009
fiN ... 0.030 ± 0.014
Vs (km/s) ... -15.0 ± 12.0
OBn (deg) ... 58.2 _ 2.3
n1 (cm-3) 0.0046 ± 0.0003 0.0047 + 0.0001
VRI u(km/s) 419.11 1.68 418.08 ± 3.25
VT1 (km/s) 5.82 ± 1.38 4.26 3.67
VN (km/s) -11.85 ± 4.30 -11.41 5.47
Ttot, (eV) < 2.6' 2.6 : 9.6
BR, (nT) -0.035 ± 0.017 -0.078 t 0.009
BrT (nT) 0.116 ± 0.018 0.123 . 0.003
BN1 (nT) 0.077 0.019 0.018 0.003
n2 (cm-3) 0.0188 ± 0.0026 0.0183 0.0005
VR2 (kn/s) 93.39 12.96 95.79 12.41
VT2 (km/s) -8.95 24.10 -2.22 4.09
VN2 (km/s) -25.23 15.57 -22.18 5.54
Ttt2 (eV) 235.7 27.8 249.5 3.3
BR2 (nT) -0.124 - 0.029 -0.079 0.009
BT2 (nT) 0.518 - 0.042 0.488 0.039
BN2 (nT) 0.076 0.053 0.078 0.033
The upper limit
and Scudder [1980]
of the electron component of the total temperature is estimated based on the Sittler
polytrope law.
Table 2.3. Neptunian shock parameters derived from our MHD fit model and a comparison of
the asymptotic magnetofluid parameters to the error-weighted average of the same observed
quantities.
SS -
freedom of the plasma is closer to two than to three. Downstream, the polytrope index is
resolved and equals to 1.4, suggesting an increased number of degrees-of-freedom.
2.4. The Shock Microstructure
Unfortunately, the plasma measurements do not have a high enough time resolution to
clearly resolve the microstructure of the Neptunian bow shock. Therefore, the much higher
resolution magnetic field data is used to determine the apparent scale lengths of the different
non-MHD features. The shock foot is characterized by a small but systematic increase in the
magnetic field over the steady solar wind values, immediately upstream. It is generally
attributed to the presence of reflected ions from the shock [Paschmann et aL, 1982]. After the
foot, the magnetic field increases sharply in the ramp, reaching values well above the steady
downstream conditions and producing the overshoot. After the peak of the overshoot, a
strongly damped oscillation occurs until conditions stabilize on the downstream side. All of
these features are clearly marked on Figure 2.8. The thinner, highly oscillating line is the 48s
average magnetic field magnitude. The thicker line is the 4 point box-car averaged graph of the
same data. It helps to eliminate some of the high frequency noise in order to localize the
various microstructure features.
Voyager 2 was in the foot region between 1446 SCET and 1461 SCET (The uncertainties in
the times, due to the ambiguity in the boundaries of the region, are marked on Figure 2.8).
Using the above obtained shock speed and the known velocity of the spacecraft perpendicular
to the shock surface (16.2 km/s), the width of the foot is 16800 : 8600 km. There are several
available model calculations of similar quasi-perpendicular shocks. Schwartz et aL [1983]
estimates the foot width to be 0.7 times the effective ion gyroradius defined as
r'gi - (Vsw t - Vsoc) / Qi, where Vsw is the upstream solar wind velocity, Vsoc is the
56-
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Fig. 2.8. A description of the microstructure of the Neptunian bow shock as observed in the
magnetic field magnitude. The shaded regions show the uncertainties, due to the ambiguity in
the boundaries, in the scale length of each structure. See the text for detailed definitions.
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above obtained bulk speed of the shock, and Qc - eB/mp is the proton cyclotron frequency. If
we substitute the appropriate values from the Neptunian bow shock region into this expression,
we obtain for the theoretically predicted value of the foot width 22000 + 2800 km. (See Table
2.4 for relevant scale lengths.) The model calculations of Goodrich [1985] give a smaller
value of 0.33 r'gi i.e. 10500 ± 1300 km. Leroy et aL [19821 find that the foot scales with c/pi
(3360 110 km), where pi is the proton plasma frequency upstream of the shock
(op - ne2/ 0omp with n the proton number density), as an order of magnitude estimate. All of
these results fall within the error bars of our observations, and therefore, we are unable to
differentiate between the various models based on which describes the observations better.
Turning from theoretical predictions to observations of the same features at the Earth's bow
shock, ISEE 1 measurements give a foot width of 3 c/opi [Sckopke et aL, 1983]. Using
parameters appropriate for Neptune, this result yields 10110 t 330 km for the foot width,
somewhat smaller then what is observed. At Uranus, Bagenal et al. [1987] was able match the
observed shock foot length with the predictions of Schwartz et aL [1983] by allowing the
shock to move away from the planet at 2 km/s. The observed scale lengths at Neptune and at
other planets of the various microstructure features, along with the theoretical predictions are
tabulated in Table 2.5.
The ramp, where the magnetic field strength increases at a very high rate, lasted in the
Neptune inbound bow shock till 1470 SCET, giving a ramp width of 10950 ±- 5600 km. (The
uncertainties of this region are marked again in Figure 2.8) Early theoretical studies suggest
that the ramp is governed by the electron resistivity and therefore it should scale with the
electron inertial skin depth, c/Ope, where ope is the electron plasma frequency upstream of the
shock [see for example the review of Goodrich, 1985 and references within]. However,
observations at Earth suggest an order of magnitude larger scale length [Sckopke et al., 1983],
which with Neptune parameters gives 784 26 km, still an order of magnitude too small
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Shock Parameters and Scale Lengths
Definition Upstream Downstream
Ti (eV) 0.49 : 0.04 207.5 27.6
Te (eV) < 2.1 27.8 + 3.9
Pi 2ponkTi/B2 0.044 ± 0.012 5.4 ± 1.3
ie 2AlonkTeB2 < 0.19' 0.73 0.18
PT Pi + e < 0.23' 6.2 1.4
Ms - U/Cs U Vn - Vs; C- kTdmp > 30.6* 2.09 0.37
MP - U/w wth - 2kTi/mp 44.5 * 2.1 0.54 ± 0.10
MA - U/VA VA2 - B2 /Aonn 9.36 1.24 1.26 ±- 0.25
MMS - U/CfmS C CiS2 + VA 8.95 1.09 1.08 0.20
M M2 mU 2/k( + Te) > 27.5* 0.72 ± 0.13
rg; (km) 706. * 92. 3870. ± 395.
rge (km) < 33.9* 33.1 + 3.5
c/opi (kn) 3360. ± 110. 1660. 115.
c/pe (kmn) 78.4 2.6 38.8 - 2.7
r'gi (kin) r'gi - UUpstream / ci 31400. _ 4000.a 8400. 700.b
The upper limit of the solar wind electron temperature is estimated from the polytrope model of
Sittler and Scudder [1980]
a (V- A -V.od) / (ci)Upream
b (V.i A - VS) / (Qi)Downrmemn
Table 2.4. Observed plasma parameters and scale lengths at the Neptunian inbound bow shock.
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The Microstructure of the Neptunian Bow Shock
Definition Neptune Model Predictions Observations atel redictionsObservations Other Planets
Foot (km) 16800 : 8600 Schwartz et aL [1983] Sckopke et al [1983]
0.7 r'gj ISEE 1 at Earth
22000 2800 3 c /wp
10110 : 330
Goodrich [1985]
0.33 r' Bagenal et at 1987]
10500 - 1300 Voyager 2 at Uranus
0.7 r',
Leroy et al. [1982] 22000 2800
= C/oAp
3360 : 110
Ramp (km) 10950 : 5600 Early studies Sckopke et al. [1983]
= c/Op ISEE 1 at Earth
78.4 ± 2.6 10 c/op
784 : 26
Leroy et at [1982],
Schwartz [1985] Bagenal et al. [1987]
c/mpr Voyager 2 at Uranus
3360 110 0.2 c/orp
672 22
Overshoot 17000 t 5000 Goodrich [1985] Sckopke et aL [1983]
Region (km) 2V,/3Qc,i ISEE 1 at Earth
20960 2660 6 c/oP
20160 660
Damped 22900 * 3300 Bagenal et al. [1987]
Oscillation Voyager 2 at Uranus
Wavelength - r'd
(km) 31000 ± 4000
Table 2.5. Comparison of the Neptunian inbound bow shock microstructure with model predic-
tions and observations at other planets.
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compared to our observations. Other model calculations succeed increasing the ramp size by
increasing the electron resistivity () in this region, and reach the estimate of an ion inertial
skin depth, c/wpi (3360 110 km) [Leroy et a, 1982, Schwartz, 1985]. The Neptune
observations give a ramp width on the order of 3 c/topi, which can be modeled if we adapt a
resistive scale length, Lr c21/43;Vp with an electron resistivity of 1/4x - 5.3x10- 5 (where
nVp V t .- Vs-oc) This value corresponds to a collision frequency of
v/Copi - lo/4opi - 8.7. This value of resistivity, though is within the range explored by
Leroy et al. [1982], is an order of magnitude higher than typically used even for anomalous
resistivity expected from cross field instabilities. Although this model's treatment of the
electron component is only approximate, our observational result raises the question whether
the plasma density is still sufficiently coupled to the magnetic field. In contrast, preliminary
studies at the Uranus subsolar bow shock reveal a much thinner ramp region [Bagenal et al.,
19871.
After the fast rising ramp, the magnetic field overshoots the average downstream value.
After it reaches its maximum value at 1473 SCET, it starts a downward trend resulting in an
undershoot and continues in a strongly damped oscillatory phase. The overshoot region has the
physical extent of 17000 5000 km. The ISEE 1 observations at Earth reveal an overshoot
region of 6 c/wpi thickness [Sckopke et aL, 1983] corresponding to 20160 660 km at
Neptune. The model calculations of the same region by Goodrich [1985] result in a thickness
of 2V.p/3Qci. This model approximation gives 20960 2660 km for Neptune, well within the
error bars of our observations.
The maximum value of magnetic field strength (Bmx), measured inside the shock region, is
0.76 : 0.04 nT, after which it settles at an average value of Bdow = 0.54 0.02 nT. The
overshoot 0 (Bm,, - Bow) / Bdow is 0.41 0.09. Comparing this value with observations
of supercritical shocks at other planets compiled by Russell et aL [1982] (the Uranus result is
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Fig. 2.9. Plot of shock overshoot vs. magnetosonic Mach number for various planetary bow
shocks. The ellipse around the Neptune data point is the one standard deviation confidence
region. The solid curve is the result of theoretical modeling by Leroy [1983] of low 
perpendicular shocks.
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from Bagenal et al. [19871), the Neptune results fall on the edge of a cluster of observations in
excellent agreement with model predictions [Leroy, 1983] (see Figure 2.9). Leroy has modeled
low B (0.25) perpendicular shocks very similar to the observed Neptunian inbound bow shock.
The bow shocks of the other gas giants usually show greater difference from this model,
possibly due to the much higher values of typically observed. The magnetosonic Mach
number of the Neptune bow shock, although large in respect to typical Earth observations, is
not high compared to shocks observed at the other outer planets, so the Neptune results do not
improve the analysis of the possible power law dependence of the overshoot on the Mach
number of the shock [Leroy, 1983; Quest, 1986].
After the overshoot, the magnetic field passes through a deep undershoot followed by a
strongly damped oscillation. Based on the first full period of oscillation, the wavelength is
22900 : 3300 km corresponding to about one upstream effective gyroradius. At Uranus, a
similar relationship was observed [Bagenal et aL, 1987]. After 3 periods, the oscillation is lost
in the general fluctuation of the sheath magnetic field.
In summary, the Voyager 2 observation of the upstream, nearly subsolar crossing of the
Neptunian bow shock prompted us to extend the non-linear MHD shock jump condition fitting
technique of Viis and Scudder [1986], described by Szabo [1993]. This improved method
was applied to the data set collected at Neptune. Based on the fit results, we characterize the
Neptunian inbound bow shock to be a low , high Mach number, quasi-perpendicular strong
shock slowly moving away from the planet toward the Sun. Once the shock speed was
established, we were able to determine the scale lengths of the various shock microstructure
features. The shock foot, overshoot region and magnitude, and downstream damped oscillation
wavelength are in good agreement with model predictions. The ramp region appeared
significantly thicker than expected from model predictions. The observed ramp size can be
modeled with an anomalously high electron resistivity.
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CHAPTER 3
THE INBOUND MAGNETOSHEATH
3.1 Introduction
After the analysis of the inbound bow shock described in the previous chapter, we now turn
our focus to the inbound magnetosheath. The magnetosheath is the region of the shocked solar
wind between the bow shock and the magnetopause of a planet. (For a graphical representation
see Figure 1.1.) The plasma flow lines in this region divert around the obstacle posed by the
planetary magnetosphere. At the inner boundary of this region, where the magnetosheath
plasma abuts the magnetopause, energy is transferred from the solar wind to the
magnetosphere. Also, because of the unique subsolar cusp configuration of Neptune occurring
once every planetary rotation, significant amount of magnetosheath plasma is expected to enter
the upper magnetospheric regions. Thus it is important to understand the physics controlling
the plasma processes in the magnetosheath.
The goal of this chapter is to quantify the plasma and magnetic field changes which occur in
the dayside magnetosheath by comparing the observations with gas dynamic predictions of the
plasma and magnetic field parameters in this region. The gas dynamic model with convected
magnetic field, first described by Spreiter et aL [1966], has had great success in modeling
magnetosheath flow at Venus, Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn [Spreiter et a, 1966; Spreiter and
Stahara, 1985; Slavin et aL, 1985; Russell, 1985; Stahara et al., 1989]. In this chapter we
apply this model to Neptune's magnetosheath. Due to Neptune's rotation and unique dipole
axis configuration, as described in Chapter 1, Voyager 2 travels into the high magnetic latitude
regions of the dayside magnetosheath never observed by any other spacecraft. Thus we have
the opportunity to test the accuracy of the model for a new magnetospheric orientation and in a
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new region of space.
3.2 The Gas Dynamic Model of the Sheath
The objective of the gas dynamic model is not a complicated theory that encompasses all
phenomena in the magnetosheath, but rather the simplest body of analysis that appears able to
describe the average bulk properties of the solar wind as it flows steadily through the bow
shock and around the forward portion of the magnetosphere. The fundamental assumption is
that the flow can be described adequately by the standard magnetohydrodynamic equations for
steady flow (i.e. all time derivatives vanish) of a dissipationless perfect gas. No attempt will be
made here to justify this assumption in detail, except to remark that the presence of a weak and
irregular magnetic field in the incident solar wind plasma seems sufficient to couple the
motions of the particles even in the absence of collisions. Also, as pointed out above, the
empirical evidence from other planets seems to support the use of this simplified model.
The differential equations of the steady state plasma flow in MKS system, which are the
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations and the Maxwell equations with all the time
derivatives set to zero, as well as the equation of entropy conservation and perfect gas equation
are as follows (see e.g. Landau et al. [1984])
V (pv) 0 (3.1)
p(v V)v + VP - B x (V x B) (3.2)
V x (v x B)- O (33)
V B - O (3.4)
(V. )S - O (35)
p eS-p (3.6)
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where p, P, S, and v refer to the density, pressure, entropy, and velocity of the plasma, B
refers to the magnetic field strength, y - cp/c, with cp and c, the constants representing the
specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume, and o - 41x10- 7 H/m, the magnetic
permeability of free space. Important auxiliary relations for y, the temperature T, the speed of
sound C,, the internal energy , and the enthalpy h are
y- (N + 2)/N (3.7)
P nkT (3.8)
C. - VWi/p - Vy-P/ip (3.9)
e - cT (3.10)
h - cpT - + P/p (3.11)
where N represents the number of degrees of freedom, n = number of particles/cm3 = 2np
where np is the number of protons/cm3 , and k = Boltzmann's constant.
Although only first derivatives appear in this system of equations, the neglected dissipative
terms are described by second derivatives. Their neglect requires that the gradients be small.
In MHD, as in gas dynamics, however, compressions tend to coalesce and steepen into shock
waves of such small thickness that they can be considered as virtual discontinuities. In
addition, attraction between like currents tends to cause current distributions to collapse into
thin sheaths, across which the magnetic field can be considered in the same sense to be nearly
discontinuous. Mathematically, continuous solutions of the dissipationless differential equations
cease to exist, and the flow is no longer governed solely by the equations given above. Mass,
momentum, magnetic flux, and energy must still be conserved, however, and the jump
condition equations given in Chapter 2 (equations (2.1) - (2.6)) must describe the plasma
quantities on both sides of such a discontinuity.
The boundaries of the dayside magnetosheath are discontinuities of this kind. As was
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discussed in detail in Chapter 2, the dayside bow shock is a fast shock. In contrast, a tangential
discontinuity is assumed for the magnetopause as the simplest of boundary conditions (i.e. no
plasma flow or magnetic flux through the magnetopause is allowed). Also, observations at
various planets indicate that that the gas pressure P is significantly larger than the magnetic
field pressure B2/2Ro on the magnetosheath side at the magnetopause, and just the reverse on
the magnetospheric side. So as far as the flow outside the magnetosphere is concerned, the
discontinuity at the magnetopause may thus be approximated satisfactorily by those of the
limiting case of a tangential discontinuity in which there is a vacuum on one side, and
negligible magnetic pressure on the other side. It is demonstrated further by Spreiter et al.
[1966] that the gas pressure on the magnetosphere boundary is adequately approximated by the
simple Newtonian formula P - Kpv 2 cos2 where the subscript oo refers to the values in the
undisturbed solar wind stream, , is the angle between the normal to the boundary and the
velocity vector of the undisturbed stream, and K is a constant usually taken to be unity.
However, we will find below that better accuracy was achieved if K is taken to be 0.84 for y =
2. Though theoretically the shape of the magnetopause could be determined at this point, the
difficulties associated with the non-linear and mixed elliptic-hyperbolic character of the
governing partial differential equations are such that it is necessary at the present time to
approximate the magnetosphere boundary with an axisymmetric shape determined from the
crossings of the magnetopause by Voyager 2.
Although it has been necessary to invoke the presence of a magnetic field to provide a
mechanism for providing interactions between the particles, and to consider the complications
of hydromagnetic theory to provide an adequate description of the magnetosphere boundary as
a tangential discontinuity and the bow wave as a fast MHD shock, the magnetic field strengths
typically encountered in the solar wind and planetary magnetosheaths are sufficiently small as
otherwise to produce only secondary effects on the plasma flow. On this basis, one can justify
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the neglect of all terms containing the magnetic field strength B in equations (3.1) - (3.6) when
calculating the plasma flow. The fluid motion then calculated is just exactly that indicated by
ordinary gas dynamic theory. After the gas dynamic equations are used to calculate the plasma
density, velocity, and pressure profile throughout the dayside magnetosheath, the deformations
of the magnetic field are determined subsequently using the equations
V x (B xv)- 0 (3.12)
V B - 0 (3.13)
[BJ] - 0 (3.14)
where the [ ] indicates change across the bow shock. These equations are frequently interpreted
as indicating that the magnetic field lines move with the plasma, that is, that the field lines are
"frozen in". The predictions of this model are compared to the actual observations of Voyager
2 in the Neptunian magnetosheath.
3.3 Voyager 2 observations of the Sheath
The trajectory of Voyager 2 was discussed in Chapter 1 and shown on Figure 1.2. As it
was mentioned there, the inbound bow shock was encountered at 34.0 RN from the planet.
After this, the spacecraft was in the dayside magnetosheath for 3.5 hours until it entered the
cusp region (a region to be discussed in the next chapter) at about 26 RN from Neptune.
Figure 3.1 shows the plasma parameters and magnetic field components for the inbound
magnetosheath and for the solar wind preceding the bow shock crossing. (See Chapter 1 for a
complete description of the PLS and MAG instruments and the method of plasma analysis
employed.) Errors in the values for the solar wind are smaller than the dot size. We again use
the RTN coordinate system where the R axis points radially outward along the Sun-Neptune
line, the T axis lies in the solar equatorial plane pointing in the direction of Neptune's motion,
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Fig. 3.1. A plot of plasma parameters and the magnetic field components in the solar wind and
magnetosheath approaching Neptune. The vertical dotted lines show the bow shock and
magnetopause locations and the solid lines show gasdynamic model results.
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MC
and the N axis completes a right-handed system, pointing northward. The solid lines are the
results of the previously discussed gas dynamic model which take as its input the solar wind
conditions and the observed location of the magnetopause. The model calculations were carried
out by S. S Stahara as part of the collaborative work presented in Richardson et al. [1993].
The vertical dotted lines show the locations of the magnetopause and bow shock crossings.
Salient features are a gradual (and erratic) swing of the flow into the minus t direction, a
decrease in the radial velocity, and an increase in density as the magnetopause is approached.
The ion "temperature" is a weighted average of the two Maxwellian components used to fit the
spectra (as was extensively discussed in Chapter 1), and is about 200 eV in the dayside
magnetosheath. The electrons are too cold to be detected in the solar wind, but are observed in
the magnetosheath with densities comparable to the measured ion density and temperatures on
the order of 20 eV.
A more intuitive picture of the plasma velocity flow is shown in Figure 3.2. The flow in the
magnetosheath is shown by arrows projected onto the spacecraft trajectory in the (a) R-T and
(b) R-N planes, with the magnitude of the flow indicated by the length of the arrows. The solar
wind flow is relatively constant and primarily radial. At the bow shock (indicated by the dotted
lines), the flow slows, shifts in direction, and becomes much less steady. The flow in the R-T
plane rotates in the -T direction as Voyager approaches the magnetosphere, as expected since
Voyager is in the -t direction from the subsolar point. Voyager is slightly below the Sun-
Neptune line and the flow thus diverts southward around the planet.
The results of the gas dynamic model discussed in the previous section are superimposed on
the Voyager data in Figure 3.1. The measurements in the solar wind and the location of the
magnetopause are input parameters to the model so these fit the observations a priori. Another
input parameter of the model is y, the ratio of specific heats. This parameter determines the
density jump at the shock (a more detailed and precise analysis of the bow shock was
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Fig. 3.2. A plot of the vector flow field in the solar wind and magnetosheath in the R-T and
R-N planes. The length of the arrows is proportional to the magnitude of the velocity.
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presented in Chapter 2) and the distance between the bow shock and magnetopause. Though it
is not expected that this simplified model can provide results comparable to our MHD analysis
described in the previous chapter, it is found that a value of 2 for y (the rounded value of the
MHD result) not only gives a good agreement at the shock but also gives a reasonable estimate
for the size of the magnetosheath. The same value for y was also successfully used to model
the solar wind flow past Jupiter and Saturn [Stahara et aL, 1989].
Even though Voyager 2 crossed the magnetopause at very high magnetic latitudes due to
Neptune's unusual magnetic configuration [Belcher et al., 1989; Ness et al., 1989; Szabo et al.,
1991; see also Chapters 1 and 4], the gas dynamic model and the measured data generally
agree except near the shock where small scale, non-MHD features due to the shock are not
expected to be reproduced by the model. The density and radial velocity in particular are fit
quite well. The normal (N) and tangential (T) velocity components are qualitatively similar but
the model predicts normal velocities which are less negative than those observed and tangential
velocities which are generally more negative than those observed. The parameter with largest
discrepancy between the model and the data is the plasma temperature. The temperature of
both the ions and electrons decreases across the magnetosheath as the magnetopause is
approached. In addition to being much too large, the model result has the opposite trend.
The magnetic field predicted by the model by convecting the solar wind magnetic field lines
through the magnetosheath, also fits the data well on average. The gas dynamic simulation
cannot, of course, fit the small scale magnetic field variations observed, but it does get the
jumps at the bow shock correctly and also matches the trends in the magnetic field data except
close to the magnetopause.
The gas dynamic model does a good job of predicting the plasma and magnetic field
signatures observed by Voyager 2, at least as to the large scale variation [Richardson et al.,
1993]. And to a certain degree the discrepancies can be explained by our simplifying
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assumptions, namely stationary boundaries (which are known not to be accurate from our bow
shock and magnetopause analysis in Chapter 2 and 4, and is also noted by Cairns et al.
[1991]) and an axially symmetric magnetosphere, with the obstacle size based on the
magnetopause location observed by Voyager. The inclusion of a time dependent obstacle size
and shape, however, is beyond the scope of the current treatment
Focusing on the measured deviations from the model predictions near the magnetopause
crossing in particular, a coherent picture can be surmised. The model calculations depend on
the assumption of an unpenetrable magnetosphere at the magnetopause, and therefore, the
model predicts a zero perpendicular flow. In contrast, our analysis of the magnetopause in
Chapter 4 reveals it to be a rotational or rotational-like discontinuity with a significant plasma
flow through it mostly in the radial direction. The observed differences between the gas
dynamic model and actual measurements are consistent with this scenario. The ion and electron
number densities drop the hour before the MP crossing and the radial, anti-sunward component
of the plasma flow increases above the expected values suggesting plasma emptying into the
mantle region. Since, the radial component of the plasma flow does not need to drop to zero in
this scenario, it is reasonable that the plasma will not heat up as much as a non-penetrable MP,
used for the gas dynamic model, would require. The other components of the plasma flow
remain in good agreement with the model till the MP crossing. The magnetic field
measurements show a discrepancy to a lesser degree near the MP, which is also reasonable
since at a rotational discontinuity the normal magnetic field does not need to vanish. In
summary, the open magnetosphere model observed at the inbound Neptunian MP gives a good
resolution of the discrepancies between the gas dynamic model predictions and the measured
data.
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CHAPTER 4
THE SUBSOLAR MAGNETOPAUSE AND CUSP
4.1 Introduction
We continue to follow the passage of the solar wind plasma as it interacts with the
magnetosphere of Neptune. After the ssonic regions of the magnetosheath, the plasma
impinges on the boundary of the magnetosphere. As it was mentioned several times before,
because of the particular phasing of the Neptunian day and the fact that the axis of the main
magnetic field of the planet is tilted by about 47° with respect to its rotation axis [Ness et al.,
1989; Coma rney et al., 1991], Voyager 2 appears to have serendipitously encountered the
distant polar cusp region of the magnetosphere immediately after crossing the inbound
magnetopause (MP) at 18.00 hr on August 24, 1989 [Belcher et al., 1989] (for a description of
the different magnetospheric regions see Chapter 1). The preliminary study of this region by
Szabo et al. [1991] demonstrates that the inbound MP is more consistent with the properties of
a MHD rotational discontinuity than that of a tangential discontinuity. This study also suggests
that the magnetosheath plasma can enter the upper regions of the polar magnetosphere through
the MP, forming a boundary layer showing some of the characteristics of a mantle region. In
this chapter, we are going to employ a new MHD fitting technique specifically developed for
rotational discontinuities (the technique is described in Section 2), and also the more traditional
magnetic minimum variance analysis (described in Section 3) to further analyze the nature of
the MP. The results of these methods are presented in Section 4, where also some of the global
versus local properties of the MP are presented. These properties suggest the observation of a
possible pressure pulse or reconnection bulge on the surface of the MP. Section 5 discusses the
observations in the distant polar magnetospheric boundary regions. Evidence is presented for
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the existence of regions with characteristics of the Earth's entry layer and plasma mantle.
4.2 The MHD Fitting Technique
Rotational discontinuities (RD-s) are solutions of the MHD jump conditions described in
Chapter 2, Section 1.2 (the complete set of MHD jump condition equations are listed in
equations (2.1) - (2.6)) with the special condition that the plasma density does not change
across the discontinuity. That is, using the notation developed in Chapter 2:
A[lp] 0 (4.1)
where A[ ] refers to change across
simplifies the jump condition equations
the discontinuity. This condition, when substituted,
to the following form:
(4.2)
(43)
a[V]3 -
A[B,] - 0
B1A[AJ A -, - 0
A[ T ]-0
A[ IBI -o
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
During the above performed substitution, we also gain an
of the discontinuity, VRD, even though it does not appear
The thus obtained formula for VRD is:
explicit expression for the bulk speed
in the final jump condition equations.
VRD - V- B-Vii4 (4.7)
where in all of the above formulae p is the mass density, T the plasma temperature, and V and
B are the plasma bulk velocity and the magnetic field, respectively, as measured by the
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spacecraft. The subscripts n and t refer to the normal and tangential components of the above
quantities. Note that equation (4.4) is a two dimensional vector equation. Also note that
equations (4.2) - (4.6) have been expressed as conservation equations. That is V,, Bn, At (a
quantity defined in equation (4.4)), T, and B are all conserved across a RD.
Even though rotational discontinuities are a valid subset of the solutions of the MHD jump
conditions, advanced fitting techniques (i.e. Villas and Scudder [1986] or Szabo [1993]
described in Chapter 2) break down for this special class of solutions. The reason for this
problem is that both methods, as the very first step, express the shock bulk velocity from the
mass continuity equation (equation (2.1)) as:
s- A[pV] * (4.8)
where A is the shock unit normal. In the case of RD-s, the denominator in the above equation
vanishes leading to a singularity, which then plagues the rest of the method. In order to get
around this singularity, we have to slightly alter the order of the process of solution described
in Chapter 2. All of the required modifications are described in this section.
(I) When we have obtained the simplified set of jump conditions for the RD (equations (4.2)
- (4.6)), we have also obtained an expression for the RD bulk speed in equation (4.7).
Therefore, there will be no need for the singularity result in equation (4.8). Also, note that only
equations (4.2) - (4.4) are dependent on the RD surface normal direction. Therefore, in order to
determine the most likely unit normal Ai, we have to solve a system of only 4 equations,
namely equations (4.1) - (4.4) where equation (4.4) is two dimensional.
At this stage, we have to point out that in the ideal case of a completely pure rotational
discontinuity data set, free of any source of noise, the above four equations reduce to a single
one. The reason is that if A[V] and A[Bn] are truly equal to zero, then A[VtJ - A[V] and
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A[Bj - A[B], that is, the vector equation (4.4) becomes independent of the RD surface normal
A. Moreover, if A[V] - 0 then equation (4.4) would necessitate that A[Bj, - 0, too. Therefore,
equations (4.2) and (4.3) would not be linearly independent, and only one of the two equations
could be used in our calculations. One equation, however, is not sufficient to determine a
unique RD normal, rather, it yields a solution plane in which the unit normal has to lie.
In the case of real observations, however, the data always has some fluctuation around the
idealized values. Then, for each individual data pair across the discontinuity, the best possible
fit for the RD normal will be a slightly altered plane. For each different data pair, the alteration
will be different, and therefore, the best fit RD normal planes will not completely overlap.
When we will perform the least squares fitting, we are looking for, in some sense, the overlap
or intersection between these planes. If the noise fluctuations are truly randomly distributed
around the exact MHD values of the magnetofluid parameters, then the intersections of the
solution planes will be close to the exact solution, and therefore, we would arrive at a unique
RD surface normal direction. Of course, this is only a second order effect, and all of the noise
fluctuations will produce only small deviations in the RD surface normal solution plane.
Therefore, even in the case of observational data, we would expect the confidence regions of
the best fit normal to be elongated in the direction of a preferred plane. Also, this method to
obtain a unique direction for the RD surface normal from the plane of possible solutions is
highly dependent on the normal distribution of the measured fluctuations around the pure MHD
values. Therefore, the fitted best normal direction, within the best fit plane, should be treated
with an amount of scepticism.
In equations (4.2) - (4.4), it is assumed that the plasma mass density is constant. However,
the actual measurements always show a certain amount of fluctuation around the constant
value. To find this constant plasma mass density, we take the error weighted average of the
measured values. In the above system of equations, for the plasma velocity and magnetic field
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strength we use the observed quantities, leaving the unit RD normal as the only unknown. We
express the unit RD normal in spherical coordinates (0, O) just as it was done in Chapter 2,
namely the components of the unit normal are given by
fi - cos , fy - cos sin 0, and ft - sin sin 0. This system of equations then can be
solved by the iterative non-linear least squares fit technique of the Levenberg-Marquardt
method [Press et aL, 1986], also employed in Chapter 2.
If we represent again the individual equations of the RD jump conditions by Yj(x;p) = 0,
where x - (, V1, B1, T1, P2, V2, B2, T2) are the observed magnetofluid parameters on both
sides (sides 1 and 2) of the RD and p - (8, q) are the unknown parameters of the RD normal,
then we can express X2(0, q), the norm of the residuals which is minimized by the best fit
solution, as
N K Yj(Xi;p) 
-y 2x2(, ) -( (4.9)
i-I j-1 a.
where N are the number of data pairs x across the discontinuity, K is the number of equations
in the system, namely 4, and yj is the theoretically expected value of the model equation Yj,
which, in our case, is zero. Finally, oij is the standard deviation in the j-th model equation
when the i-th observed data pair is used to calculate the value of the model equation. The
standard deviations are propagated from the standard errors in the observed magnetofluid
quantities. As it was discussed in Chapter 2, oia serves to make 2 dimensionless and also acts
as a weighting factor for the individual measured data pairs.
Again, two different methods are used to construct the data pairs x. In one method, each
data point on one side of the RD is paired with one data point on the other side, symmetrically
moving away from the discontinuity. In the other method, all data points on one side are
paired with all data points on the other side. The advantages and disadvantages of the two
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methods are discussed in Chapter 2, Section 1.2.
Our method locates the best possible fit parameters 0 and * by varying them and observing
the effects in the value of X2. When the X2 function reaches a minimum, we have a possible
solution for our system of equations. If we map out the thus obtained X2 function over the
locus of all possible solutions (a hemisphere where 0 s 0 s </2, 0 s 2.x), we can find all
of the local minima of the function and therefore investigate all likely solutions, removing the
question of uniqueness. Just as in the case of shocks, each possible solution has to be
investigated separately to see if it represents a valid RD [i.e. there is plasma flow across the
surface, and there is a non-vanishing magnetic field normal component] and to see that the
calculated asymptotic magnetofluid parameters (which are the plasma and magnetic field
parameters necessitated by the chosen RD surface normal and MHD theory) are in good
agreement with the observations. The confidence regions of the solution are established as
described in Chapter 2, Section 1.4.
(II) Once the best RD normal A is established, equation (4.7) is used with the observed data
to calculate the RD bulk speed VRD. In the case of RD-s, VRD can be expressed strictly in
terms of conserved quantities, namely Vn, Bn, and p. Therefore, as opposed to the case of the
calculations for a general shock, described in Chapter 2, where differences across the shock
have to be formed to calculate the RD bulk speed, we only have to rely on values obtained at
individual points of measurement and not on values stemming from data pairs across the RD.
At this point, we could employ a one dimensional version of the non-linear least squares
technique employed above to obtain the best fit value of VRD; however, VRD is linear in the
model equation, and therefore a unique analytical solution is possible. The X2 function to be
minimized can be written as:
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where VRD are the trial values of the RD bulk speed, M is the total number of data points on
both sides of the RD, and ai is the standard deviation in the calculated bulk speed at the i-th
point of measurement with the standard errors propagated from the individual magnetofluid
parameters. Just as in the previous cases, ai acts as a weighting factor for each data point.
Setting the first derivative of X2 with respect to VRD equal to zero and checking the second
derivatives provides the analytical solution for the best fit VRD:
VRD V - B / v / __1 (4.11)
This solution is unique because the second derivative of x2 with respect to VRD
a2( 2 ) . 2 1 (4.12)
which is clearly always positive.
(III) Once the RD normal and bulk speed are determined, we can proceed to find the
conservation constants defined in equations (4.2) - (4.6). We can write these equations in a
more intuitive form:
V, V A (4.13)
B. B' A (4.14)
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At - V,- B (4.15)
T- T (4.16)
Bmag - IBI (4.17)
where in all of the equations the left side is a conserved quantity and the right side is the
formuia to obtain them from the measured magnetofluid parameters. Of course the mass
density p is also conserved for a RD, but its value has already been determined above. All
conservation constants are computed from individual measurement points and not from data
pairs taken across the discontinuity (as was also required for the determination of the RD
normal). Therefore, when these quantities are calculated, the summation will run over all of
the data points on both sides of the RD, as it was done for the determination of the RD bulk
speed. Inspection of these equations also reveal that they are all linear and independent.
Therefore, the same analytical method can be used to obtain the best fit solutions as was
demonstrated for the case of the RD bulk speed. The solutions obtained thereby are:
Vnurn Adz; / 1 (4.18)
i- i- I
BE1 MBi / M1 1 (4.19)
A;- B t r1O (4.20)
i-I Coj i-i I
M T M
T -I /( 1 - (4.21)2?
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, 38 /I (4.22)
i_1i ia, 12
where the sub~ript i on the magnetofluid parameters indicate the individual measurements over
which the summation is taken. Again, the uniqueness of these solutions is easily demonstrable.
(IV) Finally the self-consistent asymptotic magnetofluid states can be determined. The
asymptotic magnetofluid states are the values of the plasma and magnetic field data predicted
by the MHD theory employed for the case of the determined discontinuity normal and bulk
speed. If the MHD theory is adequate to describe the observed phenomenon and the fitted
parameters are correct, then the measured magnetofluid parameters should fluctuate around
these asymptotic states. If we find that there is no good correlation between the asymptotic
states and the measured parameters, then we have either picked the wrong minima in our
solution parameter space, or the employed MHD theory is not sufficient to describe the
observed phenomenon. With regards to the ambiguity of the RD surface normal direction
discussed earlier, the asymptotic states will help us to see how well we have done in selecting
the proper direction for the RD surface normal.
At this point, we have to significantly deviate from the method developed for general MHD
shocks. In the case of MHD shocks, a set of equations was found which expressed all of the
asymptotic states in terms of the plasma mass density on either side of the shock. That method
cannot be used for RD-s because the mass density now is a conserved quantity and not an
asymptotic state; that is, it would lead to singularity solutions as was mentioned in Chapter 2.
We will demonstrate that a set of equations expressing the asymptotic states depending on only
a single parameter is still possible. However, this parameter now will be the magnitude of the
solar wind velocity. Though some other parameters could have been chosen as the single fitting
parameter (e.g. any component of the velocity), our selection has the advantage that it is
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independent from the selection of the coordinate system used to express the magnetofluid
parameters. Our job will be then to express the components of the plasma velocity and
magnetic field, V and B in terms of the magnitude of plasma velocity IVi.
To determine the components of the plasma bulk velocity in terms of the conserved
quantities and IV[ we use equations (4.13) and the magnitude of the 2-dimensional vector
equation (4.15), to eliminate coordinate system dependences, as well as the definition of IVi
Ivl - v2 + Vy + v2 (4.23)
If we define the following quantities:
fiAl- fiAt,
a fi Ax - (4.24)
izA - yAt
2 IV12 + IA, 2 - i ] - VA,(
1i(IVI) - 2 I+A 2lo)p (4.25)
(vl - t.
0 - d42(1 + a2) + (fya - fi)2 (4.26)
Y(IVl) - 2(Qfya - fi)( - fiy) - za] (4.27)
-EIVI) - iz12 - Ilv12 + (, - f1)2 (4.28)
where the subscripts x, y, and z refer to the components of the quantity in an arbitrary
Cartesian system. Then the components of the plasma bulk velocity can be expressed as
v- -Y(IVl) * vY(IV l)2 - 4-VI) (4.29)
20
Vy - (Ivl) - av, (430)
V - a- v + Y(IVl) (431)(A, $I A h
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where the only unknown is IVI. Notice that we have two possible set of solutions due to the
quadratic nature of the system. Both solutions are valid and the resultant asymptotic magnetic
fields will determine which set will be used for the comparison with the actual measurements.
Similarly, we determine the asymptotic value of the components of the magnetic field. We
still have the conservation equations (4.14) and (4.16) unused and one component of the 2-
dimensional equation (4.15). To eliminate coordinate system introduced singularities, we use
the sum of all components of equation (4.15) which is linearly independent from the magnitude
of this equation used previously. Again introducing a number of helpful quantities to keep the
equations readable:
(IVl) (Vx + + V y Vz - At, - A - A,V (4.32)
where Vx, Vy, and Vz are to be substituted from equations (4.29) - (4.31); and
l(lvl) * - B. (4.33)
fiz- fy
·1-: (4.34)
fiz - fy
(v l)V B - (4.35)
Az - fy
, fixx - fly (4.36)
A. - fly
r(lvI) 1 + 2 + 2 (4.37)
A(IVl) I) 2(c - g;) (4.38)
Q(tlV) cp 2 + 2 _- IB12 (4.39)
the components of the asymptotic magnetic field strength are given by
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B=- -A(IVl) /A(IVI)2 _ 4r(IVl)Q(IVl) (440)
2r(Ivl)
By- r(IVI) + Bx (4.41)
a, - t(Ivl) - x (4.42)
where again the only unknown is IVI. The magnetic field equations introduced yet an other
quadratic split increasing the number of possible solutions to four. However, it is important to
point out that in practice, all of these solutions have a limited range of validity beyond which
the solutions turn complex which has no physical meaning. Within their range of validity, all
the possible solutions have to be compared with the observations. Most importantly, however,
at this point we have a set of equations expressing the components of the plasma bulk velocity
and magnetic field strength in terms of the conservation constants and the magnitude of the
plasma bulk velocity. That is, if we can solve for the best fit IV[ on both sides of the RD, we
immediately gain the rest of the magnetofluid variables.
To find the asymptotic values of the magnitude of the plasma bulk velocity both upstream
and downstream of the RD, we again apply the non-linear least squares technique described
above. Our model functions are the differences between the measurements and the theoretical
predictions of equations (4.29)-(4.31) and (4.40)-(4.42). The definition of IVI is already
included in these equations. Of course, we expect all 6 model equations to evaluate to zero; i.e.
Yj(xi; p) = 0. Here the input variables are xi - (V, B)i measured on either the upstream or
downstream side of the RD. This time, we have only one fit parameter, namely VI which for
the sake of generality is represented by the one element vector p. The best fit is determined by
evaluating the X2(IVI) function summed over all of the model equations and data points on
one side of the discontinuity weighted by the individually propagated standard deviations as it
was done in equation (4.10). The minima of the X2(]VI) function represent the solutions of the
fit. Uniqueness of the solution can be ascertained by plotting x2 as a function of IVi and
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individually inspecting all local minima. The determination of the various confidence regions
around the solution is again discussed in Chapter 2, Section 1.4.
Once the asymptotic value of V[ is known, equations (4.29)-(4.31) and (4.40)-(4.42) are
used to find the asymptotic values of the components of the plasma bulk velocity and magnetic
field. Finally, the goodness of our fit can be checked by plotting these asymptotic states along
with the conserved plasma mass density and temperatures against their measured equivalents.
This technique is going to be employed in Section 4 to analyze the Neptunian inbound
magnetopause.
4.3. The Magnetic Variance Technique
Most often for spacecraft observations, and specifically in the case of Voyager 2 at Neptune,
magnetic field data is available at a much higher time resolutions than the plasma
measurements. Therefore, several techniques have been developed in the past to analyze
discontinuities relying only on magnetic field measurements. The most often used technique is
the variance analysis of Sonnerup and Cahill [1967]. In this section, we give a short review of
this technique with some more modern additions.
Since the magnetic field strength B is divergence free, its normal component must be
continuous across any infinitely thin interface, as was noted in the MHD jump condition
equation (2.2). In practice we may apply this condition to a current layer of finite thickness
provided that its radius of curvature and the characteristic length for lateral changes of its
structure are much larger than its thickness. Thus we may write
B, l - Bi.. t l- B2 fi (4.43)
where A is the unit normal vector to the discontinuity, B1 and B2 denote the field vectors on
the opposite sides of the discontinuity but adjacent to it, and Bia is a field vector within the
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current layer. From these two equations, together with the normalization condition fi2 . 1,
the normal vector can be calculated. In fact an explicit expression for fi can be obtained by
inspection. The equations (4.43) simply state that the three vectors B1, B2, and Bin have a
common component perpendicular to the discontinuity current layer. Therefore the two vectors
(B2 - Bi) and (B2 - Bi ) are tangential to the current layer, and the normal vector can be
obtained as their normalized cross product:
(B2 - B1) x (B2 - Bi 4fl w - - (444)(B2 B1) x (B2 - B)l 
The sign of the above equation can be conveniently selected to point the discontinuity normal
away from the planet.
We, therefore, conclude that two accurate magnetic field vector measurements on opposite
sides of the discontinuity and one in its interior in principle suffice to determine the normal
vector provided that all three measurements are simultaneous. This latter condition is not met
when the measurements are taken from a single spacecraft penetrating the discontinuity. But
the method can still be used provided that changes in the current layer structure and attitude
are negligible during the time of crossing.
The Voyager 2 MAG experiment provided not three accurate field measurements at the
inbound magnetopause crossing but rather dozens of relatively inaccurate ones. It is possible,
of course, to lump these measurements into three groups B1, B2, and Bi, then average and use
equation (4.44). However, a more reliable method is the following:
The normal vector is chosen in such a fashion that the standard deviation of the individual
products B i i from the average value B · fi is a minimum. Here B i represents an individual
field measurement, and B is the average of all N magnetic field measurements used in the
calculation. In other words
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N- N L B (4.45)
i-I
and the normal vector is obtained by the minimization of
N
X2' N (Bl· f- B' .i)2(B,. a ~i~~a-B·J (4.46)
i-1
This second method represents an improvement over the first also because it allows for the fact
that the measured normal magnetic field component is not constant during the crossing of the
discontinuity layer because of various non-stationary effects and the digital nature of the data.
However, in the least-mean-square sense, the continuity of this component across the layer is
satisfied in the best possible way.
As it is noted by Sonnerup and Cahill [1967J, the minimization of equation (4.46) is
equivalent to finding the smallest eigenvalue of the covariant matrix
Mj i' j - Bj13 i, j 1, 2, 3 (4.47)
where Bi and Bj are the Cartesian components of an individual measured magnetic field vector
and the overhead bar denotes an average over all of the measurements used in the calculation.
The normal vector is the eigenvector of matrix (4.47) corresponding to its smallest eigenvalue.
Equivalently, the normal vector coincides with the shortest principal axis of the variance
ellipsoid defined by the quadratic form (4.46).
There is, however, a major difficulty associated with this method for the determination of the
normal vector when
(B2 - B1) x (B2- Bin) - O (4.48)
i.e. when the two nonzero vectors (B2 - B) and (B2 - Bin) are co-linear. In that case any
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vector perpendicular to (B2 - B1) satisfies equation (4.43). In the minimum variance method
this problem appears in the form of the two smallest eigenvalues being equal. Then the
variance ellipsoid degenerates to an ellipsoid of revolution. It can be shown that this situation
arises if the current vectors in the layer are everywhere perpendicular to (B2 - B1), i.e., if the
current is unidirectional. When the two smallest eigenvalues of M are almost equal, the
determination of fi becomes inaccurate. Lepping and Behannon [1980] show that when y/A <
1.8 (where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 on the eigenvalues X refer to the maximum, intermediate,
and minimum values, respectively) the RD normal is too poorly determined to be useful.
Lepping and Behannon [1980] also obtain an empirical expression for the magnitude of the
error ABz I in an estimated discontinuity normal component, relative to the total field across
the discontinuity. This formula resulted from studies of the relation between precisely known
values of the error and the minimum variance eigenvalues , rotation angle in the discontinuity
plane w, and the magnitude of the normal component B cos p relative to the total field B. The
formula is
ABz I B sin p A(3 -60+z441oA) {exp [(1200 - o)/120°] 3 (4.49)
where A a X3(1/%l + 1/X2).
This method of minimum variance along with the above described error estimation will be
extensively used in the next section of this chapter to analyze the nature of the Neptunian
magnetopause discontinuity.
4.4 Physical and Geometrical Properties of the MP
The observations of Voyager 2 around the inbound MP and cusp region are presented on
Figures 4.1 - 4.3. Figure 4.1 shows the plasma number density versus time on the owest
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Fig. 4.1. Voyager 2 observations of the MP and cusp. Measurements shown are the proton
number density, magnetic field magnitude, plasma bulk velocity magnitude, and the proton and
electron temperatures. Superimposed are the fit results of the MHD rotational discontinuity fit
represented by horizontal lines.
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Fig. 4.2. Voyager 2 observations of the MP and cusp. Measurements shown are the plasma
bulk velocity components in Neptune centered RTN coordinate system. The solid dots
represent single L mode fits, whereas the small horizontal bars stand for fits obtained from
averaged L mode spectra. The length of the horizontal bars show the length of the averaging
intervals.
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Fig. 43. Voyager 2 observations of the MP and cusp. Measurements shown are the RTN
components of the 48 sec averaged magnetic field data. Long horizontal lines represent again
the results of the MHD fit method.
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panel. The solid dots with error bars represent densities obtained from single L-mode spectra
(for a detailed description of the PLS instrument and data analysis used, see Chapter 1, Section
2.1 and 2.2), whereas the small horizontal bars with error bars show the densities obtained
from averaged L-mode spectra. The length of the horizontal bar represents the length of the
averaging interval. The long horizontal solid and dotted lines show the MHD fit results to be
discussed later in this section. Also marked on the graph are the MP current layer, the cusp
region, and a turbulent boundary layer (BL) at the upper border of the magnetosphere (MS)
proper. The second panel presents the magnetic field magnitude in the same regions, with the
plasma bulk velocity magnitudes shown on the third panel. On the top panel, the ion and
electron "temperatures" are presented. Figure 4.2 shows the RTN components of the plasma
bulk velocity in the same regions. The Neptune centered RTN coordinate system has been
defined in the previous chapters (e.g. Chapter 2, Section 2). The solid dots and horizontal bars
have the same meaning as described for the lower most panel of Figure 4.1. Finally, Figure 4.3
presents the 48s averaged magnetic field components in RTN coordinates. The MAG
experiment has been described in Chapter 1, Section 2.3.
A magnetic variance analysis using the method of Sonnerup and Cahill [1967], described in
the previous section, was employed throughout the MP and cusp regions using a "sliding"
analysis interval of 9.6 minutes each. They were set to slide only 0.48 minutes so that the
analysis acts as a smoothing filter through partial overlapping of analysis intervals. Based on
the work of Lepping and Behannon [1980], results were rejected when the ratio of intermediate
to smallest eigenvalue was less than 1.8. This limitation, however, presented no problem right
at the MP discontinuity itself where the magnetic field vector rotated an immense 45°. This
large rotation angle enabled a very reliable determination of the discontinuity surface normal as
8 Mv = (0.234, 0.963, -0.137) expressed in RTN coordinates pointing inward [Lepping et al.,
1992]. The unusually large tangential component of the surface normal suggests a significantly
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indented MP surface near the spacecraft crossing (we expect it to be primarily radial here).
Lepping et at [19921 find, that for this surface normal direction, mass density flux conservation
requires a MP bulk speed of 148 km/s along the normal, which is, curiously, in the opposite
direction from the one expected from a rigidly corotating magnetospheric feature. However, in
spite of the extremely large MP bulk speed and the significant plasma flow through the surface,
pressure balance still holds.
When we apply the non-linear least squares MHD rotational discontinuity fitting technique,
described in Section 2 of this chapter, a markedly different picture presents itself. However,
before we can use the MHD fit method, we have to determine the MHD regions of validity
both upstream and downstream from the MP, as is the case with all the types of MHD fitting
techniques. These regions have to be sufficiently far away from the discontinuity so that non-
MHD effects do not enter into our calculations, but not so far away as to include large-scale
variations in the magnetosheath and cusp. Considering the data on Figures 4.1 - 4.3, the MP
current layer (not to be included in the MHD regions) seems to be marked by large-scale
fluctuations especially in the number density in the time interval 17.85 - 18.05 hrs. The
beginning of the magnetosheath MHD region is not as evident. Several different intervals were
tried. The longest one (used in all three plots to show the MHD results) begins right after the
last large fluctuation in the sheath at 17.25 hr. The most stable results were obtained when this
region was limited to the time interval 17.70 - 17.85 hrs. On the cusp side of the MP, the end
of the MHD regions is again not obvious. The longest region tried in our fitting lasted till
18.90 hr. Shortening the interval did not produce significant improvement in our results.
After we have the MHD regions defined, the fitting technique described in Section 2 can be
employed to find the most likely MP surface normal, bulk velocity, and asymptotic
magnetofluid variables. In order to justify using the method developed to fit strictly rotational
discontinuities (RD-s), we first have to show that the plasma density is indeed constant to a
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good approximation. The error weighted average of the proton number density in the above
described MHD regions is 0.0017 + 0.0003 cm- 3. This value is in very good agreement with
the observations on the magnetosheath side, and also on the cusp side with the exception of
two measurement points as shown on the lower most panel of Figure 4.1. This good agreement
justifies the use of our MHD RD fitting method. Figure 4.4 shows the various confidence
intervals of the fitted MP normal on a unit sphere. It is evident from this graph that the
confidence regions are elongated along a plane cutting through the sphere as expected (see the
discussion at step (I) in Section 2). With "'isolute confidence, we can only state that the RD
surface normal lies somewhere in the plane containing the R axis, rotated from the T axis by
=45 toward the N axis. If indeed the fluctuations of the data around the MHD values are truly
random, then we can believe the differentiation of the technique made within this plane. Then
best fit MP normal is fMD = (-0.940, 0.342, -0.018) in RTN coordinates pointing away from
Neptune. A small black diamond marks the location of the best fit on Figure 4.4. However, it
is apparent that even the 1 a (68.3%) confidence region is very large and encompasses almost
half of the best fit plane.
The fitted MP bulk velocity is 1 17 km/s along the normal, much more moderate than
what is predicted by the magnetic variance method, though the direction of the motion cannot
be ascertained because of the large error bar. The best fit value of the conserved quantities of
the plasma temperature and magnetic field magnitude are T = 278 : 14 eV and IBI = 1.1 
1.2 nT. Both of these values are shown on Figure 4.1 indicating good agreement with the
observations, though the magnetic field magnitude does have a large error bar due to the
strongly fluctuating field. Finally the asymptotic magnetofluid parameters are determined and
plotted on Figures 4.2 and 4.3. The error bars are again too large to be shown on these plots.
However, the best fit values show remarkably good agreement with the observations with the
possible exception of the N component of the plasma bulk velocity where the observations
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Fig. 4.4. Confidence limits of the MP surface normal as determined by the MHD rotational
discontinuity fit. The confidence regions are shown on a unit sphere, the locus of all possible
unit normal directions. A small black diamond represents the best fit direction, and an X marks
the direction determined by the magnetic variance analysis.
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never settle down to a steady value.
The relatively good agreement between the predicted MHD fit values and the observed
magnetofluid parameters ensures the validity of the assumption of a rotational discontinuity for
the MP and also the correctness of the MP surface normal determination. However, the surface
normal direction determined by the MHD method differs from that of the magnetic variance
method by the enormously large angle of cos-'(AMV · iMO) = 83.6°. The direction of the
surface normal AMv determined by the magnetic variance method is shown by an X on Figure
4.4. In spite of the large confidence regions of the MHD method, the variance analysis result
falls into only the 99.73% confidence level which can hardly be taken as an agreement. Even
if we allow /lmH to take any direction within all of the best fit plane, the minimum difference
angle from tlMV is -40°, which is still very significant.
For resolution of this apparent disagreement we have to look into the regions of observation
these two methods rely on. As it was described in Section 3 of this chapter, the magnetic
variance method relies on observations made only inside the MP layer or just outside of it.
This method is highly reliable and the results at Neptune have a high confidence level,
therefore, they cannot be dismissed but have to be looked at as revealing highly local
characteristics of the MP surface. The MHD fit technique, on the other hand collects data from
the much wider MHD regions, discussed above. These regions span up to 30,000 km before
and after the MP layer and, therefore, the results reflect more the average, overall
characteristics of the MP surface. In light of this realization, we can resolve the apparent
disagreement between the results of the two techniques by introducing a ripple or a crest on
the surface of the MP. Figure 4.5 shows two possible scenarios of the Voyager 2 MP crossing
in the R-T plane. In both cases the very local surface normal at the MP crossing of the
spacecraft points to the direction determined by the magnetic variance method, while the
overall MP surface normal is still in the direction determined by the MHD fit method. Since
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Voyager 2 crossed the inbound MP only once, there is no way to distinguish between the two
scenarios depicted in Figure 4.5. However, for scenario b.), we can put a lower limit on the
size of the bulge as many proton gyroradii.
To further motivate this interpretation of the results, we note that if the MP normal direction
determined by the magnetic variance analysis represents the large scale orientation of the MP
surface then it would indicate a major indentation over the weaker cusp field lines, as it is
depicted in Figure 4.6, and necessitate that the spacecraft be in the +T direction from the cusp
pole. Figure 4.7 shows the spacecraft trajectory near the MP in the T-N plane with the
southern dipole axis position at the distance of the MP superimposed. Clearly, Voyager is in
the -T direction from the cusp pole if it is not significantly moved from the dipole axis
position. Even though at other planets it has been observed that the cusp pole moves away
from the dipole axis toward the subsolar point [Siscoe, 1988], it has never been observed to be
moved across the subsolar point which would be required to put the spacecraft in the +T
direction from the cusp pole. Therefore, it is likely that the magnetic variance analysis reflects
only local characteristics of the MP surface orientation.
Such a ripple or bulge is not unusual on the surface of planetary MP surfaces (see for
example Chen et aL [1993] and references within). They can be caused by either pressure
pulses propagating in the shocked magnetosheath plasma (evidence for pressure fluctuations in
the Neptunian sheath can be seen on Figures 4.1 - 4.3), or by magnetic field lines merging at
the MP which is also a possibility as the Neptunian MP was identified as a rotational
discontinuity. The exact nature, however, of this surface ripple cannot be determined from a
single crossing of the MP.
4.5 The Cusp: Entry Layer or Mantle?
Observational evidence for the open nature of the magnetosphere became available quite
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Fig. 4.6. A sketch of Neptune's magnetic field lines and possible MP shape around the
inbound cusp region based on the results of the magnetic variance analysis.
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Fig. 4.7. The Voyager 2 trajectory near the MP crossing in the T-N plane. Also shown is the
projection of the southern magnetic dipole axis to a sphere of radius of the MP stand-off
distance. The solid dots are hourly tick marks. The MP was crossed by Voyager at 18 hr. fMV
is the MP surface normal determined by the magnetic variance analysis.
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some time ago in the case of Earth (for a comprehensive review of this topic see Siscoe
[1988]). And by now, plasma of magnetosheath origin has been identified in boundary layers
in the Earth outer magnetosphere at just about all magnetic latitudes. The nature of entry of the
plasma through the MP and the characteristics of the boundary layers are, however, markedly
different at different latitudes. Figure 4.8 gives a quick overview of the different boundary
regions. This figure is reproduced from the work of Haerendel et aL [1978]. They identify
three distinct regions of the Earth dayside boundary layer. At the lowest magnetic latitudes,
where magnetosheath plasma enters mainly via diffusion, the boundary layer is labeled as Low
Latitude Boundary Layer (LLBL). This region is of the least interest to our current
investigation since Voyager 2 crossed the Neptunian MP at very high magnetic latitudes. On
the subsolar side of the Earth's distant polar cusp region, Paschmann et aL [1976] observed
magnetic field line merging from the Earth's magnetosheath which allows sheath plasma to
enter the upper magnetosphere. The boundary layer formed by the entering sheath plasma is
termed Entry Layer (EL) and is characterized by highly variable plasma bulk velocities (both in
direction and in magnitude) and no particular correlation with the local magnetic field lines. On
the night side of the Earth's distant polar cusp, Rosenbauer et al. [1975] identified a boundary
layer containing plasma of sheath origin stably flowing in the anti-parallel direction to the
magnetic field. This region, called the Plasma Mantle (PM), is also characterized by constant
plasma temperatures but with a strong anisotropy, and a slow mode expansion fan (plasma
density slowly decreasing with decreasing radial distance accompanied by a slowly increasing
magnetic field magnitude).
As we have argued in the earlier sections, the Neptunian MP does allow some of the
magnetosheath plasma to enter the upper magnetosphere, and indeed Voyager 2 observed
plasma of sheath characteristics for almost two hours after the MP crossing before the densities
dropped below the instrument threshold. Referring back to the plots of the observations
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Fig. 4.8. Schematic diagram of the different regions of the Earth's MP boundary layer
[Haerendel et al, 1978]. For a description of the different regions see the text.
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(Figures 4.1 - 4.3), close after the MP crossing, till about 18.40 hr, all the magnetofluid
parameters undergo large fluctuations, and if we plot (see Figure 4.9) the direction of plasma
flow (solid dots) on the top of the anti-field directions (continuous line) we can observe very
little correlation especially in the East-West angle. However, after 18.40 hr until about 19.00
hr the flow becomes more orderly and more or less anti-fieldward in direction. Also the plasma
temperature is very constant, while the magnetic field magnitude slowly increases with a
general tendency of the plasma number density to decrease, characteristic of slow mode
expansion fans. Based on these observations, we would label the first region of the Neptunian
cusp (between 18.05 and 18.40 hrs) as an entry layer or at least showing the same
characteristics as the EL at Earth. The second cusp region, in the same way, would be labeled
as plasma mantle. The existence of a dayside plasma mantle region at Neptune is not
surprising, since plasma mantle signatures are reported from the Neptunian magnetotail [Zhang
et al., 1990; Richardson et al., 19931, and some of the tailside mantle plasma most come from
dayside merging regions.
Lepping et aL [1992] identify another magnetic rotational discontinuity at around 19.50 hr
marking the entrance of the spacecraft into the magnetosphere proper where the magnetic field
lines point in the directions expected from the planetary dipole field. Before this boundary,
between 19.00 and 19.50 hrs, the observed magnetofluid parameters become highly fluctuating
again. We refer to this region as boundary layer (BL) for the lack of a proper identification.
In summary, the use of both the magnetic variance and MHD fitting technique yield the
result that the Neptunian dayside MP is a rotational discontinuity allowing the flow of shocked
solar wind plasma into the upper regions of the planetary magnetosphere, forming a boundary
layer generally referred to as the polar cusp. Based on the Voyager 2 magnetofluid
observations, we identify regions in the Neptunian cusp similar to the Earth's entry layer and
plasma mantle. This plasma mantle region might be a significant plasma source of the observed
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tailside mantle regions. Also a ripple on the surface of the MP is conjectured based on the
differing MP surface normals yielded by the magnetic variance and MHD fitting methods.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have followed the solar wind plasma traveling from region to region as it
interacted with the Neptunian magnetosphere. Some of these regions were found to be very
similar to those found at other magnetized planets, while some showed unique characteristics
never before encountered. This analysis also prompted the development of two new
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) methods, one fitting generalized strong shocks, the other the
special case of rotational discontinuities. Prompted by our observations, a number of different
theories, describing various observed phenomena, are presented.
As part of our study of the inbound bow shock, we have extended the non-linear least
squares, MHD jump conditions fitting technique of Vinas and Scudder [1986] to include
plasma temperature observations in the form of the conservation of the normal momentum flux
and energy density flux. This improved technique not only completes the set of fitted
"Rankine-Hugoniot" jump condition equations, but also incorporates the effect of the individual
errors in the measured data points, serving as a weighting function to our fitting procedure.
Also, this technique allows the formation of all possible data pairs across the shock, thus
improving the statistics of the analysis. The method proved very successful in fitting model
synthetic shocks as well as the data obtained by Voyager 2 at the inbound Neptunian bow
shock. Even though in this thesis no further application of this method is presented, the author
firmly believes that this improved procedure will enable more refined studies of the other
planetary bow shock encounters.
Our improved analysis technique reveals that the nearly subsolar Neptunian bow shock is a
low , high Mach number, quasi-perpendicular strong shock slowly moving away from the
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planet toward the Sun. The calculated asymptotic magnetofluid states are in good agreement
with the spacecraft observations further verifying the validity of our fit results. The new
technique was able to determine that in the upstream regions, the ratio of specific heats y is
around 1.9 with a considerable uncertainty. This result, indicating about two degrees of
freedom, is consistent with observations at other planets. On the downstream side of the
shock, the value of y is resolved to a much higher degree of accuracy, and is equal to 1.4,
suggesting an increased number of degrees-of-freedom.
Once the bulk speed of the bow shock was determined, and knowing the velocity of the
spacecraft, we were able to determine the scale lengths of the various shock microstructure
features. Resolving these features is significant not only because it has never been done before
for the case of Neptune, but because it adds a new example with a new set of parameters to
the list of already analyzed planetary shock features, allowing the further refinement of the
related plasma theories. The observed shock foot length was found to be in the best agreement
with the model predictions of Schwartz et al. [1983] and that of Goodrich [1985]. Compared
to similar features at other planets, the Neptunian foot was found almost twice as wide as that
of the Earth as reported by Sckopke et aL [1983], and very similar to that found at Uranus by
Bagenal et al. [1987]. The Neptunian shock ramp was found to be significantly thicker than
any other observed planetary ramps or what typical theories predict with the possible exception
of Leroy et al. [19821. We were able to model the wide Neptunian shock ramp only if we
adopted the anomalously high value of T/4xr = 5.3x10-5 s for the electron resistivity. The shock
overshoot region length and magnitude were found in good agreement with those predicted by
theory and empirical relationships [Sckopke et at, 1983; Goodrich, 1985; Russell et al., 1982;
and Leroy, 1983].
The observed magnetofluid parameters in the Neptunian magnetosheath were found to be
well modeled by a simple gas dynamic simulation with convected magnetic fields [Spreiter et
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aL, 1966]. Significant discrepancies were only observed by Voyager 2 near the magnetopause
(MP) crossing. We suggested that these differences from the gas dynamic predictions are
largely due to Neptune's unique magnetic configuration and the serendipitous timing of the
Voyager 2 MP crossing. The MP encountered was established to be rotational in nature,
therefore allowing the sheath plasma to flow through the MP surface. This feature could
explain the less than expected plasma density and temperatures in the nearby sheath regions
and also the unusual magnetic field orientations.
Voyager 2 encountered the Neptunian MP at very high magnetic latitudes while it was still
facing into the shocked solar wind flow. To analyze this unusually positioned MP, the
traditional magnetic variance analysis was supplemented by our newly developed MHD
rotational discontinuity fitting technique. The two independent methods agreed that the
observed MP is a rotational or rotational-like discontinuity. However, they significantly
disagreed about the orientation of the MP surface normal. To resolve this apparent discrepancy,
we proposed a model of the MP surface which includes a large ripple traveling along the local
magnetic field lines. This model seems to be able to account for all of the observed phenomena
at the MP. This analysis, however, is far from complete, since the MHD fitting was not able to
find exact matches with the measured magnetofluid parameters. It is suggested that a
dissipational version of the MHD method be developed in the future in the hope of explaining
some of the discrepancies from our current theories.
Finally, the upper regions of the Neptunian magnetosphere were analyzed. These regions
contain the sheath plasma that entered through the open boundary of the MP. We have found
that the upper region is more turbulent without any correlation and is very similar to the entry
layer of the Earth. Lower in the cusp region, we have observed a more orderly flow of the
plasma along the magnetic field lines and also have noted that the plasma observations showed
signs of a slow mode expansion fan characteristic of plasma mantle regions. These open
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magnetospheric regions of the entry layer and the plasma mantle are suggested to be the
plasma source for the previously observed tailside plasma mantle [Zhang et aL, 1990;
Richardson et aL, 1993].
Though it is truly exciting to analyze data from previously unvisited regions of our solar
system, it is the hope of the author that this study is not only going to introduce Neptune as a
strange new beast in the already sizable zoo of observed planetary magnetospheres, but that it
would reveal the Neptunian system as a useful test site for our ever increasing understanding
of space plasma physics, and therefore encourage future missions to the companions of our
planet Earth.
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